
The  Scandal  of  Blood
Atonement: “Why All the Blood
and Cross-Talk, Christian?”
The story of Jesus’ death and resurrection raises accusations
that  Christianity  is  obsessed  with  blood.  Many  believers
struggle with this too. Byron Barlowe explores the biblical
reasons for the focus on Christ’s blood and why its shedding
was necessary.

The Bloody Cross: A Tough Thing to Handle
Easter  season  is  all  about  the  death  and
resurrection of Christ—which centers on the blood
sacrifice  He  endured.  Christianity  is  called  a
bloody religion, focusing on the execution of Jesus
Christ on a cross. Why is this true and what does
it mean when we say His blood atones for our sin?

Millions of Americans—and billions of Christians around the
world—celebrated the death and Resurrection of Christ during
Passion Week and Easter Sunday. The topic was everywhere from
sermons to a CNN docudrama titled Finding Jesus: Faith, Fact,
Forgery.

You may have questions about all the talk of “the blood of
Christ” and songs saying things like “Jesus’s blood washed
away my sins.” This bloody theme does raise understandable
concerns that are shared by believers, seekers and skeptics
alike.

In fact, more and more skeptics are posting on the Internet
things like this book promotion:

“Christians are obsessed with blood! They sing about it,
declare they are washed in it and even drink it! In this
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book  you  will  discover  the  crazy  background  to  this
Christian obsession and the truth about the bloodthirsty God
they claim to know and serve.”{1}

In this article, we’ll discuss whether these charges are true
and fair and explain the doctrine of blood atonement.

Again, even many Christians—including me—have wondered deeply
about all the biblical imagery of shed blood, what some call
the Crimson Thread of Scripture. I mean the grotesqueness of
Old  Testament  animal  sacrifice  and  the  belief  in  Jesus’s
torturous slaying as the core of salvation. Radical stuff for
modern ears.

So what is blood atonement and why does it matter? In historic
orthodox Christian thought, God’s Son is at the very center of
history doing these things:

•  reconciling man to God,

•  ransoming humans from slavery to sin and well-deserved
death and

•   justly  recompensing  God  for  the  horrific  offense  of
rebellion and disobedience to Him.

Thankfully, the gospel (or good news) is simple. The Bible
claims, “Christ also died for sins once for all, the just for
the unjust, so that He might bring us to God, having been put
to death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit.”{2}

The bottom line for all people is this: out of Christ’s death
came the hope of eternal life—and His resurrection proved
this. Our sin caused God’s Son to suffer and die. By grace,
through faith, we can benefit. Otherwise, we suffer eternally
for  staying  with  the  cosmic  rebellion  that  started  in  a
perfect Garden long ago.

Yet, this blood-centered good news is a scandal to both those
who believe and those who deny it. In fact, the Greek root



word skandalon is used for Christ Himself.{3} You see, Jews
denied Christ as the Promised One and Gentiles thought it was
all nonsense. Nothing has changed for mankind: the choices are
either do-it-yourself religion, being too smart for all that,
or believing in this radical hope.

The Reason Someone Had to Die
Why  did  anybody  have  to  die?  God’s  justice  and  holiness
demands a death penalty for the sinner.

We are all in a serious spiritual and moral pickle. Biblical
Christianity declares that each person ever born is stuck
under an irreversible “sindrome” for which there is no human
answer.  History  sadly  records  the  habitual  and  continual
effects of sin: oppression, addictions, self-promoting power
plays, deceit, war, on and on.

Now for a reality check: no moral order, either in a family, a
company,  military  unit  or  society  survives  ambiguity  or
failure to enforce laws. Just ask the victims of unpunished
criminals set loose to perpetrate again. If the Creator were
to simply wink at sin or let people off scot-free, where would
justice be? What kind of God would He be?

God is holy and He called Himself the Truth. There is no way
God would be true to Himself and the moral order He created
and yet fail to punish sin. Such impunity would mock justice.
As one theologian puts it, “Pardon without atonement nullifies
justice . . . A law without penalty is morally unserious, even
dangerous.”

Ok,  but  penalties  have  levels  of  harshness.  Why  is  death
necessary?  Scripture  spells  out  clearly  the  decree  that
sinners must die. In God’s original command He stated, “When
you eat of [the tree of the knowledge of good and evil] you
will surely die” (Genesis 2:17). In Ezekiel the same formula
appears slightly reworded: “The soul who sins is the one who



will die” (Ezekiel 18:4, 20). Paul boiled it down this way:
“For the wages of sin is death” (Romans 6:23).

God’s justice and holiness demand death for sin. Blood must be
shed. Detractors of the cross tend to underestimate sin and
know nothing of its offense to a holy God. Everyone wants
justice—for others.

Ok,  so  what  does  a  just  and  holy  God  do  with  impure,
treasonous creatures He made to bear His image? God was in a
quandary, if you will.

Yet, even in the Garden, He was already hinting at a plan to
reconcile this dilemma. “God so loved the world” that he sent
down His own Son as a man to pay the death penalty.{4}

Thomas Oden writes, “God’s holiness made a penalty for sin
necessary . . . Love was the divine motive; holiness [was] the
divine requirement. [Romans 5:8 reads] ‘God demonstrates His
own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ
died for us’. [And as Romans 8 teaches,] This love was so
great that God ‘did not spare His own Son, but gave Him up for
us all’ (Romans 8:32).”{5}

Christ’s  Death  and  Resurrection  Was
Unlike  Other  Religious  Stories:  It  Was
All for Love
God’s morally just demand for a death-payment is not the same
as pagan gods, who maliciously demanded sacrifices. True for
one big reason:

Isn’t this crucifixion thing simply about a grouchy god acting
all bloodthirsty, as some atheists like popular author Richard
Dawkins  say?  Should  good  people  find  this  repugnant?  One
unbelieving critic wrote,

“Unfortunately, much of Christian art consists of depicting



the  sufferings  and  agony  of  Jesus  on  the  Cross.  This
reflects the obsession of Christianity with the Crucifixion
. . . “Crosstianity” [in the contemptuous words of one
skeptic]. The obsession with ‘our sins’ having been ‘washed
away by the Blood of the Lamb’ would be regarded as evidence
of a serious mental illness . . . but when this is an
obsession  of  millions  of  people  it  becomes  ‘religious
faith’.”{6}

Wow! Did you know that you, if you are a believer, are part of
an insane global crowd? This vividly illustrates the scandal
of  the  cross:  “which  is  to  them  that  are  perishing
foolishness”  as  the  Apostle  Paul  described  it.{7}

No, biblical sacrifice is not a bloodfest, but the way to deal
with a sad reality. Put it this way: If God said, “Nah, don’t
worry about rebelling against your Creator,” would that be a
just and righteous God? Would a deity who fails to punish
wrongdoing be worth following? Would His laws mean anything?
Yet, we are unable to keep laws, so He steps in to pay that
penalty. With His lifeblood. This storyline is utterly unique
in the long human history of religions. And the resurrection
Christians celebrate shows its truth in actual time and on
this dirty earth.

Pagan myths of savior gods who rise from the dead have only a
surface resemblance to the biblical resurrection. Such deities
are more like impetuous and tyrannical people than the one and
only Yahweh. The biblical God’s love fostered the unthinkable:
set up a sacrificial system for a one-of-a-kind people—the
Israelites—that served as a foretelling of His coup de grace:
dying in man’s place as the spotless sacrificial Lamb. What a
novel religious idea that only the true God could dream up!
Theologian Thomas Oden says it this way: “It was God who was
both offering reconciliation and receiving the reconciled.”{8}

God’s merging of perfect holiness, just retributive punishment
and allowance of His Son’s execution was actually a beautiful



thing. Francis of Assisi wrote that “love and faithfulness
meet together [at the cross]; righteousness and peace kiss
each other. Faithfulness springs forth from the earth, and
righteousness looks down from heaven.”{9}

But Why a Violent, Bloody Death?
I get that death was demanded of someone to pay for sin. So
why  a  bloody  suffering  and  execution?  Why  the  constant
shedding of blood?

Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ hit movie theaters in
2004  to  mixed  reviews.  It  earned  its  R-rating  for  gory
bloodshed and, ironically, became a cultural scandal itself.
Seems that the bloody realism was too much for both soft-core
Christians  and  high-minded  unbelievers.  But  this  vividly
poignant portrayal of Christ’s blood-stained Passion did raise
a good question.

When it came to saving mankind, why the shedding of blood?
Could God not have found another way? Church Father Athanasius
believed that, if there were a better way to preserve human
free will and still reconcile rebellious man to a holy God, He
would have used it. Apparently, Christ’s suffering and death
was the only solution.

The Apostle Paul summarized Christ’s entire earthly ministry
this way: He “humbled Himself and became obedient unto death”
(Philippians  2:8).  At  the  cross,  “human  hate  did  all  the
damage it could do to the only Son of God.”{10} God used the
realities available to Him, including the masterfully grim
method of crucifixion, honed to a fine art by Roman pagans who
viewed human life as dispensable.

Again, why is death demanded of God to atone for sin? The
grounding for such a claim appears early in the Bible, after
the murder of Abel by his brother Cain. In Genesis 9 Yahweh
declares, “I will require a reckoning . . . for the life of



man. Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be
shed, for God made man in His own image.”{11} Apparently, God
has put the price of a man’s life as that of another’s life.

The highlight of Christ’s death was its substitutionary sense.
The Apostle Peter wrote, “For Christ also died for sins once
for all, the just for the unjust, so that He might bring us to
God, having been put to death in the flesh, but made alive in
the spirit.”{12} Justice, fairness, reality itself demanded a
bloodguilt payment for sin. Christ paid it.

Substitutionary sacrifice was nothing new for the Jews who
unwittingly had the Messiah crucified. From the beginning of
God’s  dealings  with  His  people,  agreements  were  blood
covenants. What else could carry the weight of such momentous
things? And, as the book of Hebrews teaches, “Indeed, under
the law almost everything is purified with blood, and without
the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of sins.“{13}

One theologian plainly said, “Through this sacrificial system,
the people of Israel were being prepared for the incomparable
act of sacrifice that was to come in Jesus Christ.”{14}

His  suffering,  death  and  resurrection  conquered  sin  and
neutered the fear of death. Only blood could clean sin; only
God’s Son’s blood could do it perfectly and forever.

Here’s the scandal we spoke of: only a perfect sacrifice would
do for washing mankind’s sins away and reconciling us back to
God.

Beautiful  Obsession:  God  Was  Glad  to
Allow This Brutality for Us!
God said it was His pleasure to pay the death penalty with His
own self, in the Person of His son. Christianity’s so-called
blood-obsession is a beautiful picture of perfect divine love.

Theologian  Thomas  Oden  summarized  well  our  discussion  of



Christ’s  blood  atonement.  He  wrote,  “Love  was  the  divine
motive; holiness the divine requirement. ‘God demonstrates His
own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ
died for us’ (Romans 5:8).”

Such claims trump the understandable disgust of doubters. But
the red blood leads to clean white.

Chick-fil-A  restaurant  employees  are  trained  to  say,  “My
pleasure” when serving customers. Imagine God saying that to
believers regarding the cross of Christ! Paul explains in his
letter to the Colossian church that “it was the Father’s good
pleasure for all the fullness of deity to dwell in Him . . .
having made peace through the blood of His cross . . . He has
now reconciled you in His fleshly body through death . .
.”{15}

God was glad to stand in as the essential scapegoat to restore
us  to  right  relations  with  Himself,  to  buy  us  back  from
slavery to sin, fear and death, and to abolish sin and its
effects. This doesn’t sound like a bloodthirsty tyrannical
deity demanding a whipping boy or abusing his own child, as
some acidly accuse. “My pleasure” brings in new dimensions of
lovingkindness and servant-heartedness.

But wait, there’s more! Scripture lists lots of wonderful
effects  created  by  the  blood  of  Christ.  These  include
forgiveness, propitiation or satisfaction of God’s righteous
wrath, justification or being made right, reconciliation with
God,  cleansing,  sanctification,  freedom  from  sin,  and  the
conquest of Satan.

Yes, you could say that Christianity is blood-obsessed. As
accused, even its hymns often focus on the benefits bought at
the highest of prices: the life of the God-Man Himself. One
famous hymn goes:

For my pardon, this I see,
Nothing but the blood of Jesus;



For my cleansing this my plea,
Nothing but the blood of Jesus.

This  beautiful  blood  obsession  finds  its  highest  hope  in
Revelation.  The  following  is  a  prophecy  about  persecuted
believers:

“These are the ones coming out of the great tribulation.
They have washed their robes and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb . . . For the Lamb in the midst of the
throne will be their shepherd, and he will guide them to
springs of living water, and God will wipe away every tear
from their eyes.”{16}

Maybe the revelations here are as crazy as skeptics say. The
foolishness of God. We believe they are the most glorious
story ever told.
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The  Answer  Is  the
Resurrection
Steve  Cable  shows  us  that  the  resurrection  is  the  key
apologetic for those seeking to evangelize. As we share our
faith, understanding the evidence for the resurrection helps
prepare us to answer questions raised by a seeker after the
truth.

Making a Defense for Your Living Hope
A key verse for our ministry at Probe is 1 Peter 3:15 where
Peter writes, “Sanctify Christ as Lord in your hearts, always
being ready to make a defense to everyone who asks you to give
an account for the hope that is in you, yet with gentleness
and reverence.”{1}

I  want  to  encourage  you  to  make  this  verse  a
motivator for your own walk as an ambassador for
Christ. You might say, “I am not equipped to make a
defense. Surely, this verse is talking to pastors
and people like the researchers at Probe.” A deeper
look at Peter’s letter shows us that this is not the case.
Peter  makes  it  clear  that  these  instructions  are  for  all
Christians.{2} In addition, Peter wrote this verse in the
imperative  tense,  meaning  that  it  is  a  command,  not  a
suggestion.
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Okay. I want to be ready to give an account for the hope that
is  in  me,  but  I  need  be  clear  on  what  that  hope  is.
Fortunately, Peter answers that for us in chapter 1 where he
writes, “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, who according to His great mercy has caused us to be
born again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus
Christ  from  the  dead,  to  obtain  an  inheritance  which  is
imperishable and undefiled and will not fade away, reserved in
heaven for you.”{3}

So, our hope is a living hope for an eternal inheritance
reserved for us in heaven. If I am to make a defense for this
hope of eternal life, I need to be able to explain why I
believe that the source of this hope has both the capability
and the motivation to follow through on this offer.

How do we get this living hope? Our hope comes “through the
resurrection  of  Jesus  Christ  from  the  dead”!  Jesus’
resurrection  is  the  basis  for  our  hope.  If  Jesus  is  not
resurrected from the dead, we are of all men most to be
pitied.{4} So, any defense of the hope that is within us
begins  with  explaining  why  someone  should  believe  in  the
resurrection. The empty tomb is the cornerstone to answering
most other objections raised up against the gospel.

In the remainder of this article, we will look at evidence for
the resurrection and how a defense of the resurrection is the
foundation for answering many of the objections raised against
Christianity.

Evidence for Jesus’ Resurrection
Giving an account for our belief in Jesus’ resurrection is the
key to defending the hope within us. Several books have been
written on this topic, and you can find a list of them in the
transcript of this radio program on our Web site. The evidence
for the resurrection as an historical event is so strong that



even Dr. Antony Flew, until recently a noted proponent of
atheism, had to admit, “The evidence for the resurrection is
better than for claimed miracles in any other religion. It’s
outstandingly different in quality and quantity, I think, from
the  evidence  offered  for  the  occurrence  of  most  other
supposedly  miraculous  events.”{5}

One help to remembering the overwhelming evidence is to think
of the ten A’s attesting to Jesus’ resurrection:

1.  Accurate  predictions.  Both  the  Old  and  New  Testaments
contain predictions of Jesus’ death and resurrection. Numerous
times in the Gospels, Jesus told his disciples and the Jewish
authorities that He would rise to life after three days in the
earth. In John 2, at the very beginning of His ministry, Jesus
told this to the Jewish leaders. It made such an impression on
the disciples, that verse 22 tells us, “So when He was raised
from the dead, His disciples remembered that He said this; and
they  believed  the  Scripture  and  the  word  which  Jesus  had
spoken.”

2. Attesting miracles. Jesus’ resurrection was not a sudden
miraculous cap to an otherwise unremarkable life. Jesus had
consistently  demonstrated  His  authority  over  the  material
universe  from  turning  water  into  wine,  to  walking  on  the
water, to healing the sick, to raising Lazarus from the dead.
His resurrection is consistent with the power He demonstrated
during His earthly ministry.

3. Agonizing death. Jesus had numerous opportunities to avoid
a  fatal  confrontation  with  the  Jewish  leaders  and  Roman
authorities. No one is going to go through a Roman scourging
and  crucifixion  as  a  hoax.  Jesus  submitted  to  the  cross
because it was necessary to pay for our sins and He knew that
He had the authority to conquer death.

4. Angry authorities. After word of Jesus’ resurrection began
to spread, the Jewish authorities wanted to put a stop to



people believing in Him. Producing the body of Jesus would
have been the best way to do this. Even with support from the
Roman authorities, they were never able to produce a body.

5. Absent body. The chief priests set a guard around Jesus’
tomb to make sure the body was not stolen by his disciples.
Those guards knew their lives could be at stake if they failed
in their duty, but on the third day Jesus was gone. Once they
regained  their  senses,  the  guards  “reported  to  the  chief
priests all that had happened.”{6} Why did they take this
risk? Because they knew that there was no body to recover. No
one has ever found any credible evidence that the body of
Jesus was anywhere to be found on this earth.

6.  Amazed  disciples.  After  Jesus’  arrest,  most  of  His
disciples fled. It is clear from their reaction that they
despised the cross and were not anticipating the resurrection.
Two of his disciples did not recognize the risen Jesus even as
He was teaching them the Scriptures related to Himself.{7}
Their skepticism and shock showed that they clearly were not
part of some preplanned hoax.

7.  Agreeing  eyewitnesses.  After  His  resurrection,  Jesus
appeared to over five hundred people. They testified to His
resurrection. We do not have a record of anyone disputing
their testimony, saying “I was there with them and it was a
hoax.”

8. Apostolic martyrs. People don’t die for something they know
to be a hoax. Yet, many of these eyewitnesses accepted death
rather than deny the resurrection of Jesus.

9. Agnostic historians. Contemporary, non-Christian historians
reported that Jesus was reputed to have risen from the dead
and that his followers were willing to die rather than recant
their belief in Jesus.

10. Attesting Spirit. Over the centuries, the Holy Spirit
continues to convict unbelievers and assure believers that



Jesus is the risen Son of God.

We don’t have to believe in the resurrection in spite of the
facts. Instead, we believe in the resurrection in light of the
facts. If you can defend your belief in the resurrection, then
you  are  already  positioned  to  respond  to  other  questions
people may have about your faith. In fact, you can respond to
objections by asking, “Do you believe in the resurrection of
Jesus?” If the answer is no, then you may want to focus on the
evidence for the resurrection as a foundation for addressing
their other concerns.

Tearing  Down  Objections  Through  the
Resurrection
The evidence for Jesus’ resurrection is the key to making a
defense  for  our  living  hope.  Let’s  consider  some  common
objections to Christianity, and see how the resurrection can
be the starting point for a reasoned response.

1. Is there a God still active in this universe?

Jesus’ resurrection shows there is a power that transcends the
physical universe. A transcendent God is the only power that
can override decay and death. As the apostle Peter wrote,
“[God] raised [Jesus] from the dead and gave Him glory, so
that your faith and hope are in God.”{8}

Jesus’ resurrection declares God’s active involvement in this
world. He planned it from the beginning and He performed it at
the appointed time.{9}

2. What difference does God make to my life?

Jesus’ resurrection shows that He lives into eternity and that
we have the prospect of life beyond this world.{10} Knowing we
have  a  soul  that  continues  beyond  this  world  impacts  our
perspective on life. As Paul points out, “If the dead are not



raised, let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die.”{11}

But if the dead are raised, then we need to live with eternity
in  mind.  It  becomes  a  top  priority  to  know  the  one  who
controls eternity, God.

3. Is the Bible really God’s revelation? Every religion has
their holy books.

Jesus’  resurrection  confirms  that  Jesus  is  the  source  of
truth. He knows which holy book is actually a revelation from
God. Jesus affirmed the inspiration of the Old Testament. He
promised that the Holy Spirit would lead the apostles as they
shared His teaching through the New Testament. The Gospel of
John  states,  “So  when  He  was  raised  from  the  dead,  His
disciples remembered that He said this; and they believed the
Scripture and the word which Jesus had spoken.”{12}

If Jesus’ resurrection caused His disciples to believe the
Bible, it is certainly sufficient to cause me to believe.

4. I am too insignificant for God to love.

Jesus’ resurrection shows the depth of God’s love for you.
Without the crucifixion there would be no resurrection. His
crucifixion cries out “God loves you!” Romans tells us that
“God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us.”{13}

Being singled out for God’s love makes you very significant in
His universe.

5. How can anyone know the truth about life and death?

Jesus’ resurrection gives Him firsthand knowledge. He has been
beyond  death  and  returned.  His  knowledge  transcends  this
physical universe. Jesus gives us an eyewitness for eternal
life. He told Pilate, “My Kingdom is not of this world. . . .
For this I have been born, and for this I have come into the
world, to testify to the truth.”{14}



Jesus testifies to the truth regarding eternal life. We can
trust His testimony because of the resurrection.

6. Why should I believe that Jesus is God’s divine Son?

Jesus’ resurrection conquered the grave. No mortal can claim
victory over decay and death.

He said that “I and the Father are one.” His victory over
death confirms His claim, crying out through the ages “He is
God!” As Paul proclaims in Romans, “[Jesus] was declared the
Son of God with power by the resurrection from the dead.”{15}

7. Aren’t there many ways to God? Can Jesus be the only way?

Jesus’ resurrection puts Jesus in a class by Himself. His
crucifixion and victory over death clearly show that He is a
the only way to God. If there were multiple ways, Jesus would
not have gone to the cross. He allowed himself to be subjected
to  death  because  it  was  necessary  for  our  redemption.  In
addition, Jesus clearly stated that no one comes to the Father
except through Him.{16}

8. How can I possibly be forgiven for my sins?

Jesus’ resurrection validates His claim to have victory over
sin and death. The ultimate result of sin is death, and Jesus
conquered death.{17} In Romans chapter 10 we learn “that if
you confess with your mouth Jesus as Lord, and believe in your
heart  that  God  raised  Him  from  the  dead,  you  will  be
saved.”{18}

Belief in Jesus’ resurrection is a central part of saving
faith.

9. Why should I believe God is involved in His creation? I
don’t see God making much difference in this world.

Jesus’ resurrection demonstrates God’s active involvement in
this world. He predicted it, He planned it, He performed it.



Peter writes, “[you are redeemed] with precious blood, as of a
lamb unblemished and spotless, the blood of Christ. For He was
foreknown before the foundation of the world, but has appeared
in these last times for the sake of you.”{19}

10. How can a loving God allow all of the evil in this world?

Jesus’  resurrection  demonstrates  a  loving  God  redeeming  a
world degraded by evil. If there were no evil, Jesus would not
have had to conquer death through the cross. If God was not
loving, He would not have sent Jesus into the world to redeem
us.{20} Looking at His death and resurrection, we know without
a doubt that there is evil in this world, yet we are still
loved by a God with power over death. Evil and love coexist
because God valued us enough to create us in His image with a
genuine capability to choose to turn our backs on Him. Making
us unable to choose evil would have made us unable to love
removing the greatest attribute of His image.

Once someone accepts the resurrection, many other barriers to
accepting Christ are torn down. Whatever the question, the
answer is the resurrection of Jesus Christ our Lord.

May what John said of the disciples be true of us as well: “So
when He was raised from the dead, . . . they believed the
Scripture and the word which Jesus had spoken.”{21}
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The Historical Jesus Matters
Tom Davis provides several lines of evidence that Jesus was a
real, physical person of history.

Introduction
Does the historical Jesus matter?

Can Christians get by with purely theological Jesus? Some
early Christians asked if faith needed philosophy to function.
They used Athens to represent philosophy and Jerusalem to
represent faith. In a similar way New Testament scholar Dale
Allison asks, “What can the historical Jesus of Athens have to
do with the biblical Christ of Jerusalem? Where two or three
historians are gathered together, can the biblical Christ be
in their midst?”{1} Allison thinks that by using historical
methodology we cannot connect the historical Jesus to the
Biblical  Jesus.  Faith  and  historical  knowledge  cannot  be
completely reconciled. Is this the case?

While  there  are  many  biblical  scholars  that  agree  with
Allison’s view, there are other scholars that believe that the
historical Jesus and the biblical Jesus must be the same Jesus
in order for Christianity to be true. N. T Wright states, “The
Bible, after all, purports to offer not just ‘spiritual’ or
‘theological’  teachings  but  to  describe  events  within  the
‘natural’  world,  not  least  the  public  career  of  Jesus  of
Nazareth, a first-century Jew who lived and died within the
‘natural’ course of world history.”{2} New Testament scholar
Ben Witherington also calls out Allison’s way of thinking:

“The problem with this bifurcation is that despite numerous
attempts  in  this  century  to  turn  Christianity  into  a
philosophy of life, it is and has always been a historical
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religion—one that depends on certain foundational events,
particularly the death and resurrection of Jesus, as having
happened in space and time. A faith that does not ground the
Christ of personal experience in the Jesus of history is a
form of docetic heresy, for it implies that what actually
happened in and during Jesus’ life is inconsequential to
Christian faith.”{3}

Wright and Witherington think that a methodology that does not
allow  for  the  possibility  of  miracles  is  flawed.  The  Old
Testament and the New Testament claim that certain events
happened. Either these events happened in the real world, or
they did not. If these events happened in the real world, then
we can know about them using the same methods that historians
use to investigate any other historical event. Dale Allison
cannot have it both ways.

Craig Blomberg argues:

“An understanding of any religion depends heavily on the
historical  circumstances  surrounding  its  birth.  This  is
particularly true of Judaism and Christianity because of the
uniquely historical nature of these religions. Centered on
Scriptures that tell the sacred stories of God’s involvement
in space and time with communities called to be his people,
the  Judeo-Christian  claims  rise  or  fall  with  the
truthfulness of those stories. For Christianity, the central
story  is  about  the  life,  death,  and  resurrection  of
Jesus—the  story  that  forms  the  topic  of  the  four  New
Testament Gospels.”{4}

Blomberg proposes that all religions should have to deal with
historical scrutiny. Among the world’s religions only Islam,
Judaism and Christianity claim to be built on a foundation on
historical events. This historical foundation makes historical
Jesus  studies  useful  for  apologetics  and  theology.{5}  The
usefulness of this field of study is important for Christian
discipleship. N. T. Wright states, “I see the historical task,



rather, as part of the appropriate activity of knowledge and
love, to get to know even better the one whom we claim to know
and follow.”{6} Christians are representatives and disciples
of Jesus. This means we should know who Jesus is and what He
did.  Studying  the  life  of  Jesus  is  a  part  of  necessary
discipleship.

In this article I argue that we have evidence outside the
Bible that shows that Jesus existed. Then I argue that the
Gospels  are  ancient  biographies,  and  therefore  count  as
historical evidence for examining the life and teachings of
Jesus. Next, I demonstrate that the narratives of the virgin
birth of Jesus in Matthew and Luke do not contradict each
other.  After  that  I  show  that  the  central  theme  of  the
teachings and actions of Jesus show that the kingdom of God
was coming through his ministry. Finally, I provide evidence
that Jesus rose physically from the dead.

Evidence Outside the Bible
One of the complaints that Christianity’s critics have is that
Jesus is not mentioned much outside the Bible. These critics
claim that if Jesus were as prominent as the Gospels portray
Him to be, there would be more evidence to corroborate the
claims  of  the  Gospels.  Luke  Timothy  Johnson  explains  the
issue:

“There are a handful of authentic but very brief references
to John the Baptist, Jesus, and James in the writings of the
Jewish  historian  Josephus:  but  from  the  great  ocean  of
Jewish literature, there are otherwise fragmentary, coded,
and oblique references to Jesus and his followers. From the
Greco-Roman side we have the cryptic and not completely
comprehending observations of the Roman historians Suetonius
and Tacitus: the precious firsthand observation reportedto
the emperor Trajan by his governor in Bithynia, Pliny the
Younger:  and  possible  allusions  by  the  philosopher
Epictetus.”{7}



For some people, this simply is not enough evidence to believe
that Jesus existed. We will examine four sources
outside the Bible: Josephus, Suetonius, Tacitus, and Pliny the
Younger.

Josephus
Josephus is the most important historical source for Jesus
outside the New Testament. He was a Jewish officer
that fought in the war against Rome from A.D. 66-70. After
surrendering  to  the  Romans,  he  wrote  several  important
histories. In his “Jewish Antiquities” he mentions Jesus:

“At this time there was a wise man who was called Jesus, if
indeed one should call him a man. For he was a doer of
startling deeds, a teacher of people who received the truth
with pleasure. And he gained a following both among the Jews
and among many of Greek origin. He was the messiah. And when
Pilate, because of an accusation made by the leading men
among us, condemned him to the cross, those who had loved
him previously did not cease to do so.  For he appeared to
them on the third day, living again, just as the divine
prophets had spoken of these and countless other wonderful
things about him. And up until this very day the tribe of
Christians, named after him, has not died out.”{8}

Most scholars think that this passage was changed by early
Christians to add credibility to their claim that Jesus was
the  Messiah.  Several  scholars  tried  to  reconstruct  the
original passage by removing the most flattering sections out
of this passage.{9} In 1972 Professor Schlomo Pines released a
study of a manuscript written in Arabic. The Arabic manuscript
was  similar  to  the  reconstructed  passage  that  previous
scholars had come to.{10} The original wording is as follows:

At this time there was a wise man who was called Jesus. His
conduct was good and (he) was known to be virtuous. And many
people from among the Jews and the other nations became his



disciples. Pilate, because of an accusation made by the
leading men among us, condemned him to be crucified and to
die. But those who had become his disciples did not abandon
his discipleship. They reported that he had appeared to them
three days after his crucifixion, and that he was alive.

Most scholars agree that the reconstruction of the text and
the corresponding text from the Arabic manuscript show that
this  is  an  authentic  reference  to  Jesus  by  Josephus.{11}
Josephus was aware that Jesus had a reputation to be a moral
person, and that he had Jewish and Gentile followers. He knows
that some Jewish leaders brought Jesus to Pilate, and the
result was that Pilate executed Jesus by crucifixion. Josephus
also tells us the Jesus’ disciples claimed that they saw Jesus
alive three days after his crucifixion.

Suetonius
Suetonius was a Roman historian who wrote about the lives of
the Caesars and other important men of the first
century. Writing early in the second century, he makes one
mention of Christus. The context is that during the reign of
Claudius  the  Jews  were  causing  a  public  disturbance  over
Christ.  This  fits  with  known  tensions  between  Jews  and
Christians at the time.  Most historians are convinced that
Christus  is  a  variant  spelling  or  misspelling  of  Christ.
Suetonius  writes,  “As  the  Jews  were  making  constant
disturbance at the instigation of Christus, he expelled them
from Rome.”{12} Suetonius also tells us about Nero persecuting
Christians after a fire burned much of Rome. “Punishment was
meted out to the Christians, a group of individuals given over
to a new and harmful set of superstitions.”{13} While this
does not tell us much, it does tell us that Christians in Rome
were worshiping Jesus, and that the people of Rome noticed
that  they  had  different  religious  practices  concerning
Christ.{14}



Tacitus
Tacitus was a Roman historian who lived from A.D. 55-120. He
mentions Christ in his Annals, which covers
Roman history from the death of Augustus to the death of Nero
(A.D. 14-68). Below is his mention of Christ Christus):

“Nero fastened the guilt and inflicted the most exquisite
tortures on a class hated for their abominations, called
Christians by the populace. Christus, from whom the name had
its origin, suffered the extreme penalty during the reign of
Tiberius at the hands of one of our procurators, Pontius
Pilatus, and a most mischievous superstition broke out.”{15}

While Tacitus does not give us much information to work with,
there are a few observations that we can make. First, Jesus
was  crucified  by  Pontius  Pilate.  Second,  Second,  Jesus’
followers were called Christians by the people. Third, the
Christian movement spread to Rome quickly.{16}

Pliny the Younger
Pliny the Younger was the governor of Bithynia in Asia Minor.
As governor he interrogated Christians that lived in
the area. He wrote a letter to Trajan, the Emperor at the
time, to get advice on how to handle the Christians in his
province. The relevant part of the letter follows:

“They affirmed, however, that the whole of their guilt, or
their error, was that they were in the habit of meeting on a
certain fixed day before it was light, when they sang in
alternate verse a hymn to Christ as to a god, and bound
themselves to a solemn oath, not to any wicked deeds, but
never to commit any fraud, theft, adultery, never to falsify
their word, not to deny a trust when they should be called
upon to deliver it up; after which it was their custom to
separate, and then reassemble to partake of food—but food of
an ordinary and innocent kind.”{17}



From this letter we find that Christians in Bithynia held
themselves to a certain moral code, sang hymns to Christ as if
he was a God, and gathered to partake of food. It does not
tell us much, but it does tell us that Christians early on
worshiped Jesus as God.{18}

What conclusions can be reached from these sources? First,
Jesus was crucified under Pontius Pilate. Second, Some of
Jesus’  disciples  claimed  to  see  Jesus  alive  after  his
crucifixion. Finally, the followers of Jesus worshiped him as
if he were a god.{19}

The Gospels
The gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John are the primary
sources for the life of Jesus. Many New Testament scholars
claim that these Gospels were written anonymously, but there
is good reason to think that the traditional authors wrote
these gospels. Nonetheless, skeptical scholars do not trust
the Gospels as reliable sources.

Skeptical scholars argue that the traditional authors could
not have written these Gospels because they were wrong about
geographical  details,  and  that  they  were  illiterate.
Concerning the geographical details, while there are several
good scholarly responses addressing the asserted errors, this
simply does not lead to the conclusion that the Gospels were
not authored by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. The worst-case
scenario only shows that they made an error in describing the
geography. (I don’t think they made an error, I simply do not
have to show that they didn’t make an error to show who the
authors were.)

Matthew was a tax collector, so he would have known how to
write, probably in both Aramaic and Greek. Mark was from a
wealthy  family  and  easily  could  have  learned  to  write  in
Greek. Luke was an educated Gentile that would have been able
to write in Greek. Even if John couldn’t read or write, he



could have had a literate Christian record what John dictated
to him as a scribe.

In claiming that we do not know who the authors of the Gospels
were,  the  skeptics  also  ignore  the  traditions  and  the
manuscript evidence. The earliest attestation of authorship
for the Gospels is a Christian named Papias, a
student of John. Papias claims that John wrote a gospel. He
tells us that Mark wrote a gospel based on Peter’s teachings.
He  also  tells  us  that  Matthew  wrote  a  sayings  gospel  in
Hebrew. From Papias we can conclude that John and Mark wrote
gospels, and that Matthew wrote a sayings gospel that we do
not have.{20}

The  next  person  of  importance  is  Irenaeus,  a  student  of
Polycarp, who was a student of John. Irenaeus tells us that
the gospels were written by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. The
most reasonable explanation as to how Irenaeus came across
this information is that it is what Polycarp taught him.{21}
There are two early sources that the gospels were written by
the traditional authors. This means that the tradition is
early, and no one challenged it until the Enlightenment.

Most scholars believe that Mark was the first gospels to be
written. The majority of scholars think Mark wrote his gospel
around A.D. 70, although it could have been earlier. Most
scholars believe that John was the last gospel to be written,
around A.D. 90. Jesus’ death occurred in either A.D. 30 or 33.
This  means  that  these  gospels  were  written  within  living
memory of the earthly life of Jesus. The gospels being written
within  living  memory  of  Jesus  means  that  people  who  were
eyewitnesses to the events were alive and could have provided
corrections if they thought that the gospels were in error.
This combined with the unanimous traditions and manuscript
evidence of who the authors were gives us good reason to say
that the information in these gospels is reliable, and that
they are good historical sources for examining the life of
Jesus.{22}



The Virgin Birth
In studying the life of Jesus, the first event we come to is
his birth. This is a fantastic claim, and it is understandable
why  people  would  be  skeptical  of  a  claim  like  this.  The
question is, where does the evidence lead?

The  narratives  of  the  virgin  birth  are  found  in  Matthew
chapter 1 and Luke chapters 1 and 2. When examining these
narratives,  skeptical  scholars  like  Bart  Ehrman  point  out
perceived contradictions in Matthew and Luke.{23} They see
that in Matthew, Joseph and Mary live in Bethlehem; in Luke
they lived in Nazareth and moved to Bethlehem. In Matthew the
angel appears to Joseph, but in Luke the angel appears to
Mary. In Matthew the baby Jesus is visited by magi, in Luke
Jesus is visited by shepherds. In Luke Jesus is presented in
the temple, in Matthew he is not. In Matthew Joseph takes Mary
and Jesus to Egypt to protect them from Herod, in Luke they
move to Bethlehem. They conclude that these differences mean
that both stories are made up. Is that the right conclusion?

When examined closely the perceived contradictions disappear
and the narratives fit together like a puzzle to form one
consistent narrative. The following narrative solves all the
issues listed above.

Zechariah was burning incense in the temple when an angel
appeared and told him that his wife Elizabeth would become
pregnant. An angel visits Mary in Nazareth and tells her that
she will become pregnant with Jesus. When Elizabeth was six
months along, Mary came to visit her. When Mary returns to
Nazareth, Joseph sees that she is pregnant and was going to
divorce her. An angel appears to Joseph and tells him that
Mary’s pregnancy is from God and he is to care for Mary and
the Child. Due to a Roman census Joseph and Mary travel to
Bethlehem. When Jesus was born angels appeared to shepherds
and told them that the Messiah was born and that they could
find him in Bethlehem. The shepherds go to Bethlehem and visit



Jesus. Joseph and Mary take Jesus to be presented at the
temple according to Jewish law. The magi from the east come to
visit Jesus. After the magi leave, Joseph is told by an angel
to take Mary and Jesus to Egypt because Herod wants to kill
Jesus. After living in Egypt, an angel
appears to Joseph and tells him to move back to Israel.

This shows that while the narratives in Matthew and Luke are
different, they do not contradict each other. This also shows
that  the  birth  narratives  in  Matthew  and  Luke  are  not
borrowing from each other. These two sources are independent
historical sources.

Jesus Proclaimed the Kingdom
The central theme of the preaching of Jesus is the coming of
the kingdom of God, also called the kingdom of heaven. These
two phrases appear eighty-three times in the gospels. The
kingdom was the central message of Jesus’ preaching.

In Luke, when the angel visitedMary, the angel told her that
Jesus would “. . . be great and will be called
the Son of the Most High. And the Lord God will give to him
the throne of his father David, and he will reign over the
house of Jacob forever, and of his kingdom there will be no
end.”{24} Mark states that Jesus first preached, “The time is
fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand; repent and
believe the gospel.”{25} John records a conversation Jesus and
Nicodemus, a Pharisee, who wanted to learn about what Jesus
was doing. Jesus’ first statement to Nicodemus was, “Truly,
truly, I say to you, unless one is born again he cannot see
the kingdom of God.”{26} Matthew described the beginning of
Jesus ministry: “And he went throughout Galilee, teaching in
their synagogues and proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom and
healing  every  disease  and  every  affliction  among  the
people.”{27} These quotes, and all the teachings of Jesus,
show that proclaiming the kingdom of God was the central theme
of His preaching.{28}



Jesus also demonstrated that He was bringing the kingdom of
God  with  his  ministry  by  casting  out  demons.  After  one
particular instance of casting out a demon the Pharisees said,
“It is only by Beelzebul, the prince of demons, that this man
casts out demons.”{29} Jesus’ response was, “But if it is by
the Spirit of God that I cast out demons, then the kingdom of
God has come upon you.”{30}

We can see that the instances of Jesus casting out demons is
proclaiming the kingdom of God and the end of the reign of the
ruler of this age through His actions. Orthodox priest Andrew
Stephan  Damik  describes  the  meaning  of  Jesus’  exorcisms:
“Therefore, the exorcisms Jesus performed in His time on earth
were not a mere sideshow to demonstrate his power or an ad hoc
fix for people’s bodily ailments. Driving out demons was core
to His mission. He had come to claim the world for God’s
kingdom, so it makes sense that He would spend time driving
out the oppressors and false rulers.”{31}

Through  His  proclamations  of  the  coming  kingdom,  and  by
casting out demons, Jesus demonstrated that God was
bringing His kingdom to earth. Jesus, and later his apostles,
called people to come to God and join His kingdom. The kingdom
of  God  is  God’s  kingly  rule  over  His  people  and  His
creation.{32} The coming of God’s kingdom means that through
Jesus, God has begun the work of setting things right.{33}

The Resurrection of Jesus
The resurrection is the most foundational claim made by the
earliest Christians. Jesus is the central person
in the New Testament. The central event in the life of Jesus
that confirms all His claims about who He is and what He said
about  the  kingdom  is  the  resurrection.  Paul  states  the
importance of the resurrection clearly:

“But if there is no resurrection of the dead, then not even
Christ has been raised. And if Christ has not been raised,



then our preaching is in vain and your faith is in vain. We
are even found to be misrepresenting God because we testified
about God that he raised Christ, whom he did not raise if it
is true that the dead are not raised. For if the dead are not
raised, not even Christ has been raised. And if Christ has not
been raised your faith is futile and you are still in your
sins.”{34}

In Paul’s view there is no other event in history that is more
important than the resurrection. William Lane
Craig, a Christian philosopher, summarizes the importance of
the resurrection, “The Christian faith stands or falls on the
event of the resurrection. If Jesus did not rise from the
dead, then Christianity is a myth, and we may as well forget
it.”{35} In theology and history, nothing is more important
than the resurrection.

What kind of evidence could we have for such an event? Our
evidence is the New Testament documents. These sources were
written  by  real  people  in  real  time  and  places.  We  have
already seen that the Gospels are ancient biographies of Jesus
that  are  reliable  historical  sources.  Paul’s  letter  1
Corinthians is also an important source of information about
the resurrection of Jesus.

How  does  the  evidence  for  Jesus’  life  compare  with  the
evidence we have for other significant historical figures?
Alexander  the  Great  died  in  323  B.C.  The  first  existing
biography we have of Alexander was written by Diodorus of
Sicily sometime in the first century B.C. This means there is
roughly a 200-year gap between the death of Alexander and the
first existing historical literature about his life. While
some historians may be skeptical about accuracy on some points
of the life of Alexander, no historian says that we cannot
learn about Alexander from Diodorus. Muhammad died in A.D.
632.  Ibn Shaq wrote the earliest biography of Muhammad 150
years after Muhammad died. What we have of that biography is
found in the work of Ibn Hisham. No one doubts that we can



learn about the life of Muhammad from these writings. When it
comes to Jesus, we have four biographies written about him
within  70  years  of  his  death.  That  means  that  all  four
biographies were written while people who were alive when
Jesus was crucified were still living. As I argued earlier,
two  of  these  biographies  were  written  by  people  who  knew
Jesus. This implies that the Gospels are good sources to take
seriously.

What can we learn from the Gospels? First, Jesus died by
crucifixion. All the Gospels have a crucifixion narrative in
them.{36} While the Gospels give different minor details, they
agree that Jesus was prosecuted by the Sanhedrin in an unjust
trial. The Gospels also show that Jesus died of crucifixion
under the rule of Pilate. This is supported by evidence from
the works of Josephus and Tacitus that were discussed earlier.
New Testament Scholar Michael Licona writes, “We have looked
carefully  at  the  data  pertaining  to  Jesus’  death  by
crucifixion and have observed very strong reasons for granting
the historicity of this event, and we have observed that it is
granted by the overwhelming majority of scholars.”{37} Given
the evidence from the Gospels, Josephus, and Tacitus, we can
confidently say that Jesus died of crucifixion.

Second, all the Gospels state that Jesus was buried in the
tomb  of  Joseph  of  Arimathea.{38}  Joseph  was  part  of  the
Sanhedrin, the governing body that just convinced Pilate to
execute Jesus. It is unlikely that Jesus’ disciples would
invent a story where a member of the Sanhedrin would give him
an honorable burial after having him executed as a criminal.
Given the early consistent testimony from the Gospels, and
that it is unlikely that Jesus’ disciples would invent the
story, it is reasonable to believe that Joseph took Jesus’
body and buried Him in the tomb. All the evidence shows that
Jesus was buried in the tomb of Joseph of Arimathea.{39}

Third, the tomb of Jesus was found empty by a group of Jesus’
women disciples. Once again, this is found in every



Gospel.{40} There are differences in the lists of women who
showed  up  at  the  grave  of  Jesus,  but  there  are  no
contradictions. A variation of details such as who was in the
room vary when examining eyewitness testimony. It is unlikely
that men would invent a story where they were hiding, and the
women were going to Jesus’ grave. N. T. Wright wrote, “If they
could have invented stories of fine, upstanding reliable male
witnesses being first at the tomb, they would have done it.
That they did not tells us either that everyone in the early
church knew that the women, led by Mary Magdalene, were in
fact  first  on  the  scene,  or  that  the  church  was  not  so
inventive as critics have routinely imagined, or both.”{41}
The evidence shows that it is reasonable that Jesus’ grave was
found empty by a group of His women disciples.

Fourth,  Jesus  appeared  to  multiple  people  in  multiple
settings. Mark does not record a post-resurrection appearance
of Jesus. The earliest manuscripts of Mark end at verse 16:8,
He records the appearance of an angel to the women who found
the tomb empty. Matthew, Luke, and John record Jesus appearing
to the women, then several appearances to several people in
different  settings  and  even  to  groups  of  people.  While
harmonizing these appearances is difficult, there is enough
evidence here to conclude that the apostles believed that they
saw the risen Jesus.

While  the  Gospels  are  early  evidence  of  the  death  and
resurrection  of  Jesus,  there  is  earlier  evidence.  This
evidence  is  a  creed  found  in  one  of  Paul’s  letters,  1
Corinthians  15:3-8:

“For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also
received: that Christ died for our sins in accordance with
the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised in
accordance with the Scriptures, and that he appeared to
Cephas, then to the twelve. Then he appeared to more than
five hundred brothers at one time, most of whom are still
alive, though some have fallen asleep. Then he appeared to



James, then to all the apostles. Last of all, as to one
untimely born, he appeared also to me.”

This creed was designed to be memorized easily and is not
Paul’s  normal  style  of  writing.  The  differences  and  the
creedal pattern indicate that this was not originally composed
by Paul. So where did Paul get it?

In his letter to the Galatians Paul provides a clue to where
he got this creed. In chapters 1 and 2 Paul gives his “resume”
to the church at Galatia. Paul says that after his conversion
he went to Arabia, then returned to Damascus. Three years
later he visited Peter and James for 15 days. 14 years later
Paul met with Peter, James and
John.  Both  times  Paul  says  that  they  approved  of  his
ministry.{42} Most scholars are convinced that Paul got this
creed from Peter and James. N. T. Wright states, “It was
probably formulated within the first two or three years after
Easter itself, since it was already in formulaic form when
Paul ‘received’ it. We are here in touch with the earliest
Christian tradition, with something that was being said two
decades or more before Paul wrote this letter.”{43}

What information does this creed give us? It tells us that
Christ died, that he was buried, that Jesus was raised, and
that  Jesus  appeared  to  multiple  people.  This  evidence  is
consistent  with  the  evidence  from  the  Gospels.  All  the
evidence indicates that Jesus rose physically from the dead.
William Lane Craig’s conclusion is, “Each of these three great
facts—the  empty  tomb,  the  appearances,  the  origin  of  the
Christian  faith—is  independently  established.  Together  they
point with unwavering conviction to the same unavoidable and
marvelous conclusion: Jesus actually rose from the dead.”{44}
There are good reasons to believe that Jesus rose from the
dead. If Jesus did rise from the dead, his claims about the
kingdom of God/Heaven are true.



Conclusion
Skeptics often say that there is no evidence that Christianity
is true. They say that faith is blind, and that Christians
only believe because they were raised by Christians. It is
true that many Christians were raised by Christians, but this
does not show that Christianity has no evidence to support its
claims. These critics say that the Bible, in this case the
Gospels,  are  not  allowed  as  evidence  because  they  are
religious books. The academic discipline of natural theology
generally excludes the examination as well. They say if we
allow the Bible to be examined this way then we have to allow
all religious books to be examined this way. I welcome the
challenge. N. T. Wright responds to the exclusion of the Bible
in natural theology, “But Jesus was a figure of the real
world. The Gospels are real documents from the real world. To
refuse  to  treat  them  as  ‘natural’  evidence  because  the
Christian tradition has seen them as ‘revelation,’ and to
dismiss Jesus similarly because the Christian tradition has
confessed him to be God incarnate, looks like the skeptic
bribing the judges before the trial.”{45} The best and most
important  evidence  for  the  birth,  life,  death,  and
resurrection of Jesus is the Gospels. If my arguments are
true, then Jesus is who He claimed to be, the Messiah, the
world’s sovereign King. Studying Jesus is not useful only for
apologetics, it is a necessary part of Christian discipleship.
When we know what the Gospels teach about Jesus, then we will
be better followers of Jesus, we will love Him more, and we
will be better at representing Him to those around us.
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Is Jesus the Only Way? – Part
2
Paul Rutherford explains how reason, Christ’s resurrection,
and the Bible all testify that Jesus is the only way to
heaven.

I can’t drive around town seven days straight
without passing at least one car with a bumper
sticker that reads, “Coexist” on the back. You
know the one. It spells the word using symbols

associated with the world’s faiths, ancient and modern.

The popularly held mantra is that “all religions are equally
valid ways to heaven.” This is what’s called pluralism. So is
there room in this brave new world for the words of an ancient
and historically respected faith?

Jesus once said, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life.
No one comes to the Father except through me.” (John 14:6)
That sounds offensive and inflammatory today. I will remind
you that Jesus said it, not me.

Even more important is the truth question. It is perhaps even
more offensive! Are Jesus’ words true?

I fully acknowledge even the question itself may strike you as
antiquated,  out  of  date.  Perhaps  I  sound  to  you  like  an
eccentric, soured-up, fuddy-duddy. I may be. But if the words
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of Jesus are true, then far more than your offended sense of
style is at stake here. Far, far more.

So listen up. And take note because this crazy sounding first-
century Jewish rabbi made some crazy-big statements about the
nature of man, the nature of reality, and how to live the good
life,  here,  now,  and  forever.  Does  that  at  least  sound
appealing to you? If even just for the sake of a little
controversy?

Explore with me the words of this rabbi. In this article we’ll
think through three reasons you should agree with him. And
maybe you’ll even find eternal life in the process. If you’re
a long-time listener to Probe radio, or a regular listener,
this may sound familiar. I have another program exploring the
position that Jesus is the only way to God. This one is part
two. In this one I give you three reasons Jesus is in fact the
only way to heaven. In the previous program, I defended Jesus’
statement against three lines of criticism. So in the next
sections I’ll explain how reason, the resurrection, and the
Word all testify that Jesus is the only way to heaven.

Jesus the Only Way Because of Reason
Western culture today is more pluralistic and secular than
ever before. This means at least in one small part, that
people  believe  multiple  religions  lead  to  heaven.  Western
culture has been moving this way for some decades. Now it has
reached mainstream. Pop culture increasingly accepts this. It
is therefore so much more important to consider this exclusive
claim Jesus made. He said, “I am the way, the truth, and the
life. No one comes to the Father except by me.” (John 14:6)

This is an increasingly unpopular teaching. Before I defend
it,  allow  me  to  clarify.  It  was  made  by  the  Lord  Jesus
himself. I didn’t make it up. I am merely defending it.

So today I want to talk about how it is reasonable to believe
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this statement—why it is that you should yourself believe
Jesus is the only way to heaven.

Today’s reason is logic itself. I will base this conclusion on
two  points:  first,  that  the  belief  in  one  God  is  more
logically defensible than believing in multiple creator gods;
and second, that the belief in Jesus Christ as God is more
reasonable than claims to deity made by others.

The first point is that believing in one creator God is more
reasonable  than  believing  in  multiple.  The  god  Aristotle
believed in (the unmoved mover) was eternally simple. That is,
at the root of all things is ultimately one thing—one cause,
one source, one origin to which all other things owe their
existence.{1} This position beautifully avoids the difficulty
of what philosophers call reductio ad absurdum—or the problem
of infinite regression—or the problem of which came first, the
chicken or the egg?  The search for the first, original, or
ultimate  source,  does  not  continue  on  and  on  forever.  It
cannot.

The  second  point  is  that  Jesus  is  the  most  reasonable
candidate for divinity. I respect the Buddha. But he never
claimed to be God. Neither did Mohammad. Jesus was very clear.
He claimed to be God.

Consider  His  teachings.  They  have  not  been  surpassed  in
excellence in the two millennia that have passed since He
walked  the  earth.  Consider  His  actions.  History’s  best
biographies  about  the  man  Jesus,  record  Him  loving  His
enemies, healing the sick, and showing compassion to outcasts.
Jesus’ life exemplified extraordinary moral rectitude.

I conclude, therefore, that it is more reasonable to believe
Jesus is the only way to God given that it is more reasonable
to believe in only one creator God, and given that Jesus has
the best case for divinity among man’s founders of faith.



Jesus  the  Only  Way  Because  of  the
Resurrection
We have a saying in American culture that nothing is certain
but death and taxes. So if the taxman doesn’t come to call,
the grim reaper will eventually. Death finds each of us, so we
must face our own mortality.

By  the  best  historical  accounts  Jesus  also  died  and  was
buried, just like so many of His human brothers before Him.{2}
But Jesus, on the other hand, experienced something unique,
declaring Him God above all others.

I speak, of course, of resurrection.{3} Jesus Christ is the
only person ever to have raised up Himself from the dead of
his own volition, and by His own power.

This one point may be the most compelling of the three I offer
this week. It is perhaps the most intuitive case for Jesus
being the only way to Heaven. If Jesus really died and raised
Himself from the dead, then His power exceeds those of any
other man before Him, or after, for
that matter. Surely He must be God.

No other religious figure can make that claim. In a class by
Himself,  Jesus  reigns  over  all  the  founders  of  world
religions.  Muhammad’s  burial  site  is  a  common  tourist
destination  in  Saudi  Arabia  for  contemporary  pilgrims.
Buddha’s cremation site is in northern India. No such site
exists today in contemporary Israel for Jesus. His body has no
confirmed remains.

The tomb is empty. That much is clear. Records indicate He
definitely died and was buried. The empty tomb demands an
explanation. Resurrection makes the most sense. Jesus is the
only way because He is the only one who has died and raised
himself up to new life.



We have several excellent articles at our website devoted to
just this topic.{4} Go check them out for more detail. Jesus
is who He said he is, “The way, the truth, and the life.”
(John 14:6)  So the question is, do you want some? Believe in
Jesus today by faith.

Jesus  the  Only  Way  Because  the  Word
Declares It
Western culture today increasingly accepts the belief that
multiple religions are equally valid and they are all ways to
eternal life. I propose to you today another reason to believe
something
diametrically opposed to this—namely that the Jesus Christ
revealed in the Bible, is the only way to eternal life. As the
gospel writer John quoted Him, He is, the way, the truth, and
the life (14:6). No one comes to the Father except through
Him.

This third and final line of reasoning that Jesus is the only
way to eternal life, springs from the Bible—from the very word
of God itself.

You may not accept the Bible as God’s word. That’s ok. Just
hear me out. Let me explain how this line of reasoning at
least makes sense. Then after you’ve heard it, you can judge
for yourself if it’s true or not.

So first, the Bible claims to be God’s word (2 Timothy 3:16).
If we therefore assume the very commonly held conception that
God is good and perfect, then that includes the words He
speaks as well. So if He speaks good words, then those words
must be true. They must accurately describe reality.

The Bible also makes this claim. Jesus in a famous prayer to
the Father asks him to sanctify His disciples with the truth
before stating, “Your word is truth.” (John 17:17) It’s a
profound statement.



So if God’s word is true, and God says in His word that Jesus
is, in fact, the only way to God—that none can come to Him
except by Jesus, then that means it’s true. See how simple
that is?

But this statement is also made in another part of the Bible,
Acts 4:12. Peter and John have been arrested and are being
examined by the Jewish leaders. Peter declares Jesus to them
and explains, “There is no other name under heaven, given
among men, by which we must be saved.”

I  fully  admit  this  line  of  reasoning  rests  on  you
acknowledging the authority of the Bible—in which case you may
not have needed to be convinced in the first place. But if you
had not already been convinced of the truth of God’s word, I
am very sincerely relying on the power of the Spirit at work
in you to believe this truth. (Isaiah 55:11)

Conclusion
In this article we considered the truth of a controversial
claim. It might be one of the most hotly contested claims in
religion today—that Jesus Christ is the only way to heaven.

This is not popular these days in America, Europe, anywhere in
the English speaking West, or the non-English speaking West.
To hear responses to criticisms against the claim, check out
part one of this two part series.

Jesus  was  Himself  no  stranger  to  controversy.  He  died  a
criminal’s death at the hands of His enemies. He was killed
and buried. The Jewish and Roman leaders were smugly satisfied
they’d dispatched this unquiet voice.

But when Jesus’ enemies attempt to end his earthly ministry,
they unknowingly ushered in a spiritually unending ministry of
atonement and reconciliation. By his death Jesus paid the
price of sin—death—satisfying the just wrath of God. Jesus
made peace with God on your
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behalf. Believe in Him by faith today and you can have peace
with God. Would you like to have peace with him? Tell Him
right now. Use your voice or pray silently. But tell Him. Go
ahead.

The only thing required of you to receive eternal life is to
believe Jesus is Lord. One of Jesus’ most famous sayings is,
“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that
whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal
life.” (John 3:16)

Confess this belief with your mouth that Jesus Christ is God
and believe in your heart that God has raised up his Son from
the dead. And you can be saved. (Romans 10:9)

Jesus is the only way to God because there is no other way to
get to God but by Jesus. Mankind is imperfect. You are dead in
your transgressions and sins. The only way to satisfy God’s
holy wrath is to give Him what is due: death. Jesus died that
death for you. He’s the only one who could ever have paid your
debt. And He did.

Human reason leads us to this beautiful conclusion that Jesus
is the only way. God has declared it himself clearly in his
divinely inspired book—the Bible. His resurrection seals it.

If you believed this for the first time today you are now heir
to an eternal throne. Pick up a Bible and read Jesus’ life
story in the book of John. Tell a friend who’s a Christian.
Make plans to join them at their church Sunday. Keep praying
and  reading  the  Bible.  You  can  discover  the  wonderful
adventure of life in Jesus Christ, the only way to God.

Notes
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Reasonable  Faith  –  Why
Biblical  Christianity  Rings
True
Dr. Michael Gleghorn briefly examines some of the reasons why
noted Christian philosopher William Lane Craig believes that
Christianity is an eminently reasonable faith.

Reasonable Faith
One of the finest Christian philosophers of our day is William
Lane Craig. Although he ha�s become very well known for his
debates  with  atheists  and  skeptics,  he’s  also  a  prolific
writer. To date, he has authored or edited over thirty books
and more than a hundred scholarly articles.{1} His published
work explores such fascinating topics as the evidence for the
existence of God, the historical evidence for the resurrection
of Jesus, divine foreknowledge and human freedom, and God’s
relationship  to  time.  In  2007  he  started  a  web-based
apologetics  ministry  called  Reasonable  Faith
(www.reasonablefaith.org).  The  site  features  both  scholarly
and  popular  articles  written  by  Craig,  audio  and  video
recordings of some of his debates, lectures, and interviews,
answers to questions from his readers, and much more.
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But before he launched the Reasonable Faith Web
site, Craig had also authored a book by the same
title. One of the best apologetics books on the
market, a revised and updated third edition was
recently released. His friend and colleague, the
philosopher J. P. Moreland, endorsed Craig’s ministry with
these words:

It is hard to overstate the impact that William Lane Craig
has had for the cause of Christ. He is simply the finest
Christian  apologist  of  the  last  half  century,  and  his
academic  work  justifies  ranking  him  among  the  top  one
percent of practicing philosophers in the Western world.
Besides that, he is a winsome ambassador for Christ, an
exceptional  debater,  and  a  man  with  the  heart  of  an
evangelist. . . . I do not know of a single thinker who has
done more to raise the bar of Christian scholarship in our
generation than Craig. He is one of a kind, and I thank God
for his life and work.{2}

Although the book has been described as “an admirable defense
of  basic  Christian  faith,”{3}  many  readers  will  find  the
content quite advanced. According to Craig, “Reasonable Faith
is intended primarily to serve as a textbook for seminary
level courses on Christian apologetics.”{4} For those without
much prior training in philosophy, theology, and apologetics,
this book will make for some very demanding reading in places.
But for those who want to seriously grapple with an informed
and compelling case for the truth of Christianity, this book
will richly repay one’s careful and patient study.

Although we cannot possibly do it justice, in the remainder of
this article we will briefly consider at least some of the
reasons why Craig believes that biblical Christianity is an
eminently reasonable faith.
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The Absurdity of Life Without God
Imagine for a moment that there is no God. What implications
would this have for human life? Science tells us that the
universe is not eternal, but that it rather had a beginning.
But if there is no God, then the universe must have come into
being, uncaused, out of nothing! What’s more, the origin of
life is nothing more than an unintended by-product of matter,
plus time, plus chance.{5} No one planned or purposed for life
to arise, for if there is no God, there was no one to plan or
purpose it. And human beings? We are just the unpredictable
result of a long evolutionary process that never had us in
mind. In fact, if one were to rewind the history of life to
its beginning, and allow the evolutionary process to start
anew, it’s virtually certain that none of us would be here to
think  about  it!  After  all,  without  an  intelligent  Agent
guiding this long and complicated process, the chances that
our  species  would  accidentally  emerge  a  second  time  is
practically zero.{6}

Depressing as it is, this little thought experiment provides
the  appropriate  backdrop  for  Craig’s  discussion  of  the
absurdity of life without God. In his view, if God does not
exist, then human life is ultimately without meaning, value,
or  purpose.  After  all,  if  human  beings  are  merely  the
accidental by-products of the unintended forces of nature,
then what possible meaning could human life have? If there is
no God, then we were not created for a purpose; we were merely
“coughed” into existence by mindless material processes.

Of course, some might wonder why we couldn’t just create some
meaning for our lives, or give the universe a meaning of our
own. But as Craig observes, “the universe does not really
acquire meaning just because I happen to give it one . . . .
for suppose I give the universe one meaning, and you give it
another. Who is right? The answer, of course, is neither one.
For the universe without God remains objectively meaningless,



no matter how we regard it.”{7}

Like it or not, if God does not exist, then the universe�and
our  very  lives�are  ultimately  meaningless  and  absurd.  The
difficulty  is,  however,  that  no  one  can  really  live
consistently and happily with such a view.{8} Although merely
recognizing this fact does absolutely nothing to show that God
actually exists, it should at least motivate us to sincerely
investigate the matter with an open heart and an open mind. So
let’s now briefly consider some of the reasons for believing
that there really is a God.

The Existence of God
In the latest edition of Reasonable Faith, Craig offers a
number of persuasive arguments for believing that God does, in
fact, exist. Unfortunately, we can only skim the surface of
these arguments here. But if you want to go deeper, his book
is a great place to start.

After a brief historical survey of some of the major kinds of
arguments that scholars have offered for believing that God
exists, Craig offers his own defense for each of them. He
begins with a defense of what is often called the cosmological
argument. This argument takes its name from the Greek word
kosmos, which means “world.” It essentially argues from the
existence of the cosmos, or world, to the existence of a First
Cause or Sufficient Reason for the world’s existence.{9} Next
he defends a teleological, or design, argument. The name for
this argument comes from the Greek word telos, which means
“end.” According to Craig, this argument attempts to infer “an
intelligent designer of the universe, just as we infer an
intelligent  designer  for  any  product  in  which  we  discern
evidence  of  purposeful  adaptation  of  means  to  some  end
(telos).”{10} After the design argument, he offers a defense
of the moral argument. This argument “implies the existence of
a Being that is the embodiment of the ultimate Good,” as well



as “the source of the objective moral values we experience in
the  world.”{11}  Finally,  he  defends  what  is  known  as  the
ontological argument. Ontology is the study of being, and this
much-debated argument “attempts to prove from the very concept
of God that God exists.”{12}

Taken together, these arguments provide a powerful case for
the existence of God. As Craig presents them, the cosmological
argument  implies  the  existence  of  an  eternal,  immaterial,
unimaginably powerful, personal Creator of the universe. The
design argument reveals an intelligent designer of the cosmos.
The moral argument reveals a Being who is the transcendent
source and standard of moral goodness. And the ontological
argument shows that if God’s existence is even possible, then
He must exist!

But suppose we grant that all of these arguments are sound.
Why  think  that  Christianity  is  true?  Many  non-Christian
religions believe in God. Why think that Christianity is the
one that got it right? In order to answer this question we
must now confront the central figure of Christianity: Jesus of
Nazareth.

The Son of Man
When the previous edition of Reasonable Faith was published in
1994, most New Testament scholars thought that Jesus had never
really claimed to be the Messiah, or Lord, or Son of God. But
a lot has happened in the intervening fourteen years, and “the
balance of scholarly opinion on Jesus’ use of Christological
titles  may  have  actually  tipped  in  the  opposite
direction.”{13}

For example, we have excellent grounds for believing that
Jesus  often  referred  to  himself  as  “the  Son  of  Man.”{14}
Although  some  believe  that  in  using  this  title  Jesus  was
merely referring to himself as a human being, the evidence



suggests that he actually meant much more than that. Note, for
example, that “Jesus did not refer to himself as ‘a son of
man,’ but as ‘the Son of Man.'”{15} His use of the definite
article is a crucially important observation, especially in
light of Daniel 7:13-14.

In this passage Daniel describes a vision in which “one like a
son of man” comes before God with the clouds of heaven. God
gives this person an everlasting kingdom and we are told that
“all peoples, nations and men of every language worshiped him”
(Dan. 7:14). It’s clear that Daniel’s “son of man” is much
more than a human being, for he’s viewed as an appropriate
object of worship. Since no one is worthy of worship but God
alone  (see  Luke  4:8),  the  “son  of  man”  must  actually  be
divine, as well as human.

According to Mark, at Jesus’ trial the high priest pointedly
asked him if he was the Christ (or Messiah), “the Son of the
Blessed One.” Jesus’ response is astonishing. “I am,” he said,
“And you will see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of
the Mighty One and coming on the clouds of heaven” (Mark
14:61-62). Here Jesus not only affirms that he is the Messiah
and Son of God, he also explicitly identifies himself with the
coming Son of Man prophesied by Daniel.{16} Since we have
excellent reasons for believing that Jesus actually made this
radical claim at his trial, we’re once again confronted with
that old trilemma: if Jesus really claimed to be divine, then
he must have been either a lunatic, a liar, or the divine Son
of Man!

Now most people would probably agree that Jesus was not a liar
or a lunatic, but they might still find it difficult to accept
his claim to divinity. They might wonder if we have any good
reasons,  independent  of  Jesus’  claims,  for  believing  his
claims to be true. As a matter of fact we do!



The Resurrection of Jesus
Shortly after Jesus’ crucifixion, on the day of Pentecost, the
apostle Peter stood before a large crowd of people gathered in
Jerusalem and made a truly astonishing claim: God had raised
Jesus from the dead, thereby vindicating his radical personal
claims to be both Lord and Messiah (see Acts 2:32-36). The
reason this claim was so incredible was that the “Jews had no
conception  of  a  Messiah  who,  instead  of  triumphing  over
Israel’s enemies, would be shamefully executed by them as a
criminal.”{17} Indeed, according to the Old Testament book of
Deuteronomy, “anyone who is hung on a tree is under God’s
curse” (21:22-23). So how could a man who had been crucified
as a criminal possibly be the promised Messiah? If we reject
the explanation of the New Testament, that God raised Jesus
from  the  dead,  it’s  very  difficult  to  see  how  early
Christianity could have ever gotten started. So are there good
reasons to believe that Jesus really was raised from the dead?

According to Craig, the case for Jesus’ resurrection rests
“upon the evidence for three great, independently established
facts: the empty tomb, the resurrection appearances, and the
origin of the Christian faith.”{18} He marshals an extensive
array of arguments and evidence in support of each fact, as
well as critiquing the various naturalistic theories which
have been proposed to avoid the resurrection. He concludes by
noting that since God exists, miracles are possible. And once
one  acknowledges  this,  “it’s  hard  to  deny  that  the
resurrection  of  Jesus  is  the  best  explanation  of  the
facts.”{19}

This brings us to the significance of this event. According to
the German theologian Wolfhart Pannenberg:

The resurrection of Jesus acquires such decisive meaning,
not merely because someone
. . . has been raised from the dead, but because it is Jesus
of Nazareth, whose execution was instigated by the Jews



because he had blasphemed against God. If this man was
raised from the dead, then . . . God . . . has committed
himself  to  him.  .  .  .  The  resurrection  can  only  be
understood as the divine vindication of the man whom the
Jews had rejected as a blasphemer.{20}

In other words, by raising Jesus from the dead, God has put
His seal of approval (as it were) on Jesus’ radical personal
claims to be the Messiah, the Son of God, and the divine Son
of Man! This forces each of us to answer the same haunting
question Jesus once asked his disciples, “Who do you say I
am?” (Matt. 16:15).
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Body  and  Soul  in  the  Old
Testament
Dr. Michael Gleghorn addresses how the Old Testament treats
body and soul. What does it have to say about the nature and
destiny of humanity?

The Breath of Life
The worldview of Naturalism tells us that the natural world is
all that exists. There is nothing “above” or “beyond” this.
Space, time, matter, and energy, the sort of things studied in
physics, are the only material entities. You are your body,
and nothing more. You do not have an immaterial mind or soul
that is (in some sense) distinct from your body. You are your
body. And when your body dies, you will cease to exist.

But is this true? In this article we address body
and soul in the Old Testament. What does the Old
Testament have to say about the nature and destiny
of humanity?
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Let’s begin with the creation of Adam. Consider the way in
which  the  Bible  describes  this  event:  “Then  the  Lord  God
formed the man of dust from the ground and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living
creature” (Genesis 2:7). Note that Adam is created from two
distinct elements: the dust of the ground and the breath of
life. His body is composed of “dust from the ground.” But he
doesn’t become “a living creature” until God takes the second
step of breathing “the breath of life” into his nostrils.
Although this description may well be metaphorical in certain
respects, it seems evident that God must add “the breath of
life” for Adam to become a living human being.

Here’s another observation. Notice that Adam doesn’t suddenly
spring to life once the dust of the earth has been ordered in
a  particular  way.  Apparently,  human  personality  does  not
spontaneously  emerge  once  God  has  formed  the  dust  of  the
ground into a human body.{1} Merely ordering the physical
elements into a human body is not enough (at least, at this
initial stage of human development) to get a human person.
That second step, in which God breathes the breath of life
into the already formed body, is also necessary.

So what are we to make of this? Does Genesis give us a picture
of a human being as a body-soul composite? At this point, such
a conclusion would be premature. We have not yet considered
what a soul is, nor whether “the breath of life” in some way
corresponds  to,  or  produces,  it.  One  thing  seems  clear,
however. The Bible seems to suggest that human beings are more
than just physical bodies. There appears to be an additional
component  to  our  nature,  and  we  need  to  spend  some  time
gaining a better understanding of what that is.

Surviving the Death of the Body
The book of Genesis briefly describes the death of Jacob’s
wife, Rachel, as she gave birth to their son, Benjamin.{2} We



read that “as her soul was departing (for she died),” she
named her son (Genesis 35:18).

How  are  we  to  understand  the  phrase,  “as  her  soul  was
departing”? In Hebrew, the word here translated “soul” is the
term nephesh. Part of the difficulty in understanding the
phrase is that nephesh can be used in a variety of ways.
According to the Christian philosopher J. P. Moreland, “The
term nephesh . . . is used primarily of human beings, though
it is also used of animals (Genesis 1:20; 9:10; 24:30) and of
God Himself (Judges 10:16; Isaiah 1:14).”{3}

Depending on the context, the term might refer to a part of
the  body,  like  the  neck  (Psalm  105:18)  or  throat  (Isaiah
5:14). It can also be used of the principle of life, as in
Leviticus 17:11: “the life [that is, nephesh] of the flesh is
in the blood.” Strangely, however, it can also refer to a dead
human body (Numbers 5:2; 6:11). Moreover, it can be used of
various  psychological  aspects  of  human  experience,  like
emotions or desires (Proverbs 21:10; Isaiah 26:9; Micah 7:1).
Finally, there are also indications that the
term  can  refer  to  what  might  be  called  the  “soul”—the
immaterial component of a human being in which one’s personal
identity is located.{4}

So when we read that Rachel’s “soul was departing,” does this
simply mean that she was dying, that the “principle of life”
(which had sustained her to this point) was departing? Or
could it mean that her “soul,” an immaterial component of her
being encompassing her personal identity, was departing? In
other words, is this verse merely telling us that Rachel’s
body was dying, or is it also telling us that, as her body was
dying, her soul was leaving her body (possibly to continue its
existence elsewhere)?

If we examine other passages of Scripture, we see evidence
that the human soul continues to exist after the death of the
body. Consider Psalm 49:15: “But God will ransom my soul from



the  power  of  Sheol,  for  he  will  receive  me.”  In  Hebrew
thought, Sheol was the place of the dead, somewhat like the
Greek conception of Hades.{5} In this passage, the Psalmist
expresses confidence that God will ransom his “soul” from the
place of the dead and receive the Psalmist to himself. This
view of the soul becomes even clearer when we examine what the
Old Testament has to say about the afterlife.

The Place of the Dead
In the Old Testament the place of the dead is called Sheol. Of
course, in some places the term simply refers to the grave.
Nevertheless,  according  to  John  Cooper,  “There  is  virtual
consensus that the Israelites did believe in some sort of
ethereal existence after death in a place called Sheol.”{6}
What sort of place was this?

Job describes it as a place of “ease,” where “the wicked cease
from troubling” and “the weary are at rest” (3:13, 17-18).
That sounds pretty good! However, it’s also described as a
place of “darkness” and “the land of forgetfulness” (Psalm
88:12), a place where not much is happening. As the author of
Ecclesiastes  puts  it:  “There  is  no  work  or  thought  or
knowledge or wisdom in Sheol, to which you are going” (9:10).
Hence,  J.  P.  Moreland  observes,  “Life  in  Sheol  is  often
depicted as lethargic and inactive.”{7}

But there are exceptions. Consider the case of Saul and the
medium of Endor (1 Samuel 28). The prophet Samuel had died,
and Saul is preparing to go to war against the Philistines
(vv. 1-4). After seeing the
Philistine army, however, Saul is afraid (v. 5). He inquires
of the Lord, but the Lord does not answer him (v. 6). In
desperation, Saul seeks out a medium at Endor, and asks her to
call up Samuel from the dead (vv. 7-11). Incredibly, the plan
works, and Samuel actually makes an appearance (vv. 12-14).



Saul inquires of Samuel, but Samuel essentially rebukes Saul
(vv. 15-16), reminding Saul of his prior disobedience. He
tells Saul that Israel will be defeated by the Philistines and
informs him that “Tomorrow you and your sons shall be with me”
(vv. 18-19). It’s a fascinating story, but we must not lose
sight of what (for us) is the main point.

Notice that Samuel, who had previously died, and whose body
had been buried (v. 3), retains his personal identity in the
shadowy  underworld  of  Sheol.  He  still  knows  who  he  is,
remembers  Saul,  and  can  function  as  the  Lord’s  prophet.
Although Samuel is pictured in the story as “an old man . . .
wrapped in a robe” (v. 14), Moreland reminds us that the Bible
often  uses  such  imagery  “in  a  nonliteral  way  to  describe
immaterial,  invisible  realities.”{8}  Regardless,  the  Old
Testament teaches that human beings continue to exist after
the death of the body. Moreover, the righteous express a hope
that God will
rescue their souls even from Sheol.

Redemption from Sheol
The  Old  Testament  pictures  all  those  who  die  as  going
initially to Sheol, the place of the dead. However, it also
intimates a hope for the righteous even “beyond the grave.” As
John Cooper notes, “Several Psalms read most naturally as
confessing a steadfast if unspecified trust in God beyond
death.”{9}

Consider Psalm 49. The psalmist observes that all people die.
Sooner or later each person’s life ends in death (vv. 5-12).
 But for the psalmist that is not the end of the story. Though
he knows that this life
will  end  with  the  death  of  his  body,  he  nonetheless
confidently proclaims: “But God will ransom my soul from the
power of Sheol, for he will receive me” (v. 15).



Or consider Psalm 73. The psalmist begins by confessing that
he was “envious of the arrogant” and “wicked” (v. 3). However,
as he contemplated that their end is “destruction,” his hope
in God was renewed (vv. 17-24).

Although the psalmist recognized that he, too, would die, he
declares his hope in God: “My flesh and my heart may fail, but
God is the strength of my heart and my portion forever” (v.
26). After surveying such
material, one Old Testament scholar notes that before God
“there is not only the alternative between this life and the
shadow existence in the world of the dead; there is a third
possibility—a permanent, living fellowship with him.”{10} This
third possibility was the confident hope of the psalmists.

Of course, if we’re going to be fair, we must also agree with
C. S. Lewis, who observes that throughout much of the Old
Testament,  belief  in  the  afterlife  held  virtually  no
“religious  importance”  whatever.{11}  What  mattered  to  the
ancient Israelite was life on this earth. It is here that we
can enjoy fellowship with family, friends—and God.

So why did God reveal so little to the ancient Israelites
about the nature of the afterlife? Lewis suggests that God may
have wanted His people to come to love Him primarily as an end
in itself—and not for any
rewards  he  might  bestow  in  the  afterlife.  If  one  becomes
friends with God in this life, then one will naturally fear to
lose this relationship in death. And at this point, God can
step in with the “good news” that friendship with Him can
continue beyond death.{12} Indeed, God even promised to raise
the bodies of his people from the dead, to continue their
friendship with him on a new earth!

The Resurrection of the Body
The resurrection of the body is a doctrine that many believers



rarely  think  about.  Yet  this  doctrine  is  not  only  taught
throughout  the  New  Testament,  it’s  even  found  in  the  Old
Testament.

Consider Daniel 12:2: “And many of those who sleep in the dust
of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some
to shame and everlasting contempt.” This verse is not denying
a  disembodied  afterlife  between  death  and  resurrection.
Rather, it is affirming that the souls of the dead, whose
bodies appear to be asleep in in the “dust of the earth,”
shall be “awakened” and raised from the dead.

Notice that some are raised “to everlasting life,” but others
to “everlasting contempt.” Cooper writes, “This verse . . .
connects  resurrection,  judgment,  and  two  eternal
destinies.”{13} The Old Testament suggests that the souls of
the dead will one day be reunited with their bodies for all
eternity.  As  Moreland  observes,  “Old  Testament  teaching
implies that the soul or spirit is added to flesh and bones to
form a living human person (Genesis 2:7; Ezekiel 37) and that
the resurrection of the dead involves the re-embodiment of the
same soul or spirit (Isaiah 26:14, 19).”{14}

How might we sum up Old Testament teaching about the nature
and destiny of human beings? First, human beings appear to be
composed of both body and soul. When God created Adam, he
first formed his body from the dust of the earth, and then
“breathed into his nostrils the breath of life” (Genesis 2:7).
This at least hints at the possibility that human beings are a
body-soul composite. The evidence for this is strengthened,
however, when we consider Old Testament teaching about life
after death.

Throughout the Old Testament we see evidence for continued
personal existence, after the death of the body, in a place
called Sheol. An interesting example of this can be seen when
Saul, with the help of a medium, calls up the prophet Samuel
from the dead. We saw that Samuel continues to exist and



retain his personal identity even after the death of his body
(1 Samuel 28).

But this was not the end of the story. For the Old Testament
also teaches that the souls of the dead will one day be
reunited with resurrected bodies, either to enjoy eternal life
on a new earth, or to suffer
eternal shame and contempt. This, in a nutshell, is what the
Old Testament has to say about the nature and destiny of human
beings.
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How Can I Make God Answer My
Prayers My Way?
How can I get God to give me what I want? That’s often at the
root of our interest in prayer. If we’re honest, that’s the
question we want answered when we read books on prayer, listen
to a message or podcast on prayer, or talk to people known as
prayer warriors.

What  Difference  Does  the
Resurrection Make?
Sue Bohlin suggests four ways the resurrection of Jesus can
make a difference in the lives of believers today.

What difference does the resurrection make—in our lives? It’s
the most important event in all of human history. Where’s the
“so what” for today?

I meditated on this question for weeks, eventually creating a
list  too  long  for  this  blog  post.  So  let  me  share  my
favorites.

All pain and suffering will be redeemed and resolved.

I’ve lived in a body with a disability since I got polio at
eight months old and was paralyzed from the waist down. I got
some use of my left leg and hip back, but I had to wear a
steel and leather brace for the first several years of my
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life. Every step I’ve taken, I have limped. I had several
orthopedic surgeries and 14 years of physical therapy.

We used to sing a song in church that made me cry Every.
Single. Time.

You Hold Me Now {1}
For eternity
All my heart will give
All the glory to Your Name

No weeping, no hurt or pain
No suffering
You hold me now
You hold me now

No darkness, no sick or lame
No hiding, You hold me now
You hold me now

The first time I walk without a limp will be in my resurrected
body, in heaven where there will be no polio, no weakness, no
limping. There will be no scooters in heaven. No wheelchairs.
No walkers.

No insulin pumps.
No percussion vests for cystic fibrosis.
No cochlear implants for the deaf.
No braille books or signs for the blind.
No dentures or dental implants.
No prosthetics.

All the technology and tools we have developed to help people
deal with life in a fallen, broken world will be obsolete and
never  needed  again.  The  fallen,  broken  world  will  be
resurrected too! Full of glory and beauty and strength and
perfection.

What difference does the resurrection make? It affects how I
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live through times of pain and suffering. I know I can bear it
if there is a purpose and God is going to make everything
right.

The resurrection means all pain and suffering is temporary,
and there is meaning to it.

The resurrection means God sustains me through the difficult
times because He is doing a beautiful thing in me that I will
only be able to see and appreciate in my resurrection body.

A second difference the resurrection makes is that heaven is
real, so we don’t have to fear death.

The resurrection means that if we are believers, if we have
trusted in Christ, when we cross over from life on earth to
life in heaven, we will be with Jesus and with all the people,
starting with Adam and Eve, who put their trust in Him.

It means we can look forward to being reunited with our loved
ones who have died.

I’m looking forward to seeing my daughter Becky again. She’s
been with Jesus 42 years. I’m looking forward to being there
when our sons Curt and Kevin meet their sister, who was born
and died before they came along. I’m looking forward to seeing
my mom and dad, my grandparents and other family members,
including my wonderful cousin George who just moved to heaven
last week.

We can look forward to meeting super distant family members
and  even  people  we  heard  about  but  never  met,  like  the
apostles and Saint Augustine and Corrie Ten Boom and Billy
Graham.

And since heaven is real, it means we don’t have to fear
death.

When  we  put  our  trust  in  Jesus’  death,  burial  and
resurrection, death is merely a doorway into the next life. We
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leave our bodies and step across the threshold of heaven to be
with Jesus.

There  are  so  many  stories  of  what  a  difference  the
resurrection makes in the life of a believer as they face
death!

Recently I posted a question on Facebook asking friends to
share dying stories of heaven-bound believers. I got so many
delightful responses!

“My friend Charla was a hospice nurse for many years. She
tells of one man, O.J., on his deathbed. His best friend,
Floyd, had gone to heaven several years earlier. O.J. had been
comatose for a day or so. Charla said he was peaceful and
close to death as she sat with him, holding his hand and
speaking soothing words to him. All of a sudden, with his eyes
still closed, O.J. broke into a brilliant smile, lifted his
other hand up into the air and said expectantly, ‘Floyd!’ and
he went right to heaven! Charla said she’d held his hand on
Earth as Floyd grasped his hand in heaven.”

“In the last moments of my father’s life, he was beaming with
joy as he saw his friends on the other side waiting for him.
He held up his hands, greeting them by name, ‘Brother Harold!
Brother Bob!'”

3 weeks before my believing aunt passed, she saw her husband
who had died several years before, in white robes reaching out
his arms to her. Then while in the hospital, Aunt Rose walked
by a statue of Jesus and paused as if talking to him. My
cousin asked, “Mom, are you talking to Jesus?”

She said, “Yes, and He said, ‘Hang in there Rosie, you’ll be
with Me shortly.'” A few days later, she told my cousins what
she was seeing as the curtain between heaven and earth grew
more and more transparent.

She exclaimed that heaven was so beautiful, so filled with



warmth and kindness. Her daughter asked her if it was like
Hawaii and she laughed and said, “No, it’s like a warm summer
afternoon in Wisconsin.” The week she died, she started seeing
Jesus in a white robe, and then the day before she died the
robe turned gold. That night she told my cousin, “Go to bed.
You’re keeping me from meeting Jesus.” She died several hours
later.

What difference does the resurrection make? It means when
loved ones die, it’s just a “see you later” rather than a
forever goodbye.

It means that as you get rolled from pre-op to the operating
room and get ready to undergo anesthesia, you can relax in
peace  knowing  that  if  anything  were  to  go  wrong  during
surgery, you’d wake up in heaven.

It means being legitimately concerned about the dying process
hurting, but not concerned about what happens one minute after
death.

The resurrection means death has been robbed of its power and
its sting.

Another difference the resurrection makes is that we become
more aware of the unseen, eternal world.

Since Jesus said He had come from heaven, and that He would
rise from the dead in 3 days—and then He did!—that validates
everything He taught about the unseen and eternal dimension of
life.

We can become more aware of the fact that we live in two
worlds at the same time, the seen and physical world and the
unseen spiritual world (2 Corinthians 4:18).



I  love  to  snorkel  in  the
Caribbean. I love being able to
look  at  the  beautiful  fish  and
corals  of  the  underwater  world
while effortlessly breathing the
air of the above-water world. I
love functioning in two worlds at
the same time.

What difference does the resurrection make? It means we can
operate in two worlds simultaneously.

It means we can learn to focus on the unseen, eternal realm as
more real than the temporal realm.

It means we can intentionally become so much more effective in
our prayers because we start to see we truly do release God’s
power into other people’s lives and situations when we pray.

Operating in two realms at the same time means we can sit in
our living rooms and release the light of God’s truth and
power into legal and political situations in our nation’s
capital.

We can be walking or driving in our cars wherever we are and
pour the grace of God’s power into the hearts of persecuted
Christians on the other side of the world.

We can read or hear the news on the internet or the newspaper
and lift up events and needs and problems to the throne of God
no matter where they are.

The resurrection means we can wear “invisible snorkel gear”
and operate in the earthly realm and the spirit realm at the
same time.



A final difference the resurrection makes is that we will be
married to Christ.

The  church,  the  body  of  Christ,  will  be  married  to  our
heavenly bridegroom Jesus.

The greatest earthly marriages are still only a foretaste of
the ultimate, perfect marriage between the Bride of Christ and
the Lamb.

The best, healthiest earthly marriages are still between two
broken, fallen sinners who hurt and irritate and annoy each
other and are in constant need of forgiveness.

The very best marriages are not ultimately fulfilling and
completing because only Jesus can fill and complete us. There
are still times of loneliness and not being understood and
wondering, “Is this as good as it gets?” Yes, because earthly
marriages are not the ultimate purpose of your life.

If you are single, even if by God’s grace you are content in
your singleness, there is still a longing for connection that
eludes you on earth because you were made for a deep and
perfect union and connection with Jesus.

What difference does the resurrection make? It means we will
be bound up with the rest of the body of Christ to become His
bride.

And these three differences that the resurrection make, I
believe, are only the tip of the iceberg.

1. Hillsong Music, words and music by Joel Houston & Aodhan
King
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The  Resurrection:  Fact  or
Fiction? – A Real Historical
Event
Dr. Pat Zukeran presents strong evidence discounting the most
common theories given against a historical resurrection. The
biblical account and other evidence clearly discount these
attempts  to  cast  doubt  on  the  resurrection.  Any  strong
apologetic  argument  is  anchored  on  the  reality  of  the
resurrection  of  Jesus  Christ  as  an  historical  event.

Introduction
The most significant event in history is the Resurrection of
Jesus Christ. It is the strongest evidence that Jesus is the
Son of God. This event gives men and women the sure hope of
eternal life a hope that not only gives us joy as we look to
the future but also provides us with powerful reasons to live
today.

Throughout the centuries, however, there have been scholars
who have attempted to deny the account of the Resurrection.
Our  schools  are  filled  with  history  books  which  give
alternative  explanations  for  the  Resurrection  or  in  some
cases, fail even to mention this unique event.

In this essay we will take a look at the evidence for the
Resurrection  and  see  if  this  event  is  historical  fact  or
fiction. But, first, we must establish the fact that Jesus
Christ was a historical figure and not a legend. There are
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several highly accurate historical documents that attest to
Jesus. First, let’s look at the four Gospels themselves. The
authors Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John recorded very specific
facts  of  the  events  surrounding  the  life  of  Jesus,  and
archaeology has verified the accuracy of the New Testament.
Hundreds of facts such as the names of officials, geographical
sites, financial currencies, and times of events have been
confirmed. Sir William Ramsay, one of the greatest geographers
of the 19th century, became firmly convinced of the accuracy
of the New Testament as a result of the overwhelming evidence
he discovered during his research. As a result, he completely
reversed his antagonism against Christianity.

The textual evidence decisively shows that the Gospels were
written  and  circulated  during  the  lifetime  of  those  who
witnessed the events. Since there are so many specific names
and  places  mentioned,  eyewitnesses  could  have  easily
discredited the writings. The New Testament would have never
survived had the facts been inaccurate. These facts indicate
that the Gospels are historically reliable and show Jesus to
be a historical figure. For more information on the accuracy
of the Bible, see the essay from Probe entitled Authority of
the Bible.

Another document that supports the historicity of Jesus is the
work of Josephus, a potentially hostile Jewish historian. He
recorded Antiquities, a history of the Jews, for the Romans
during the lifetime of Jesus. He wrote, “Now there was about
that time Jesus, a wise man, if it be lawful to call him a
man.”(1) Josephus goes on to relate other specific details
about  Jesus’  life  and  death  that  correspond  with  the  New
Testament. Roman historians such as Suetonius, Tacitus, and
Pliny the Younger also refer to Jesus as a historically real
individual.

Skeptics often challenge Christians to prove the Resurrection
scientifically. We must understand, the scientific method is
based  on  showing  that  something  is  fact  by  repeated
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observations of the object or event. Therefore, the method is
limited to repeatable events or observable objects. Historical
events cannot be repeated. For example, can we repeatedly
observe the creation of our solar system? The obvious answer
is no, but that does not mean the creation of the solar system
did not happen.

In proving a historical event like the Resurrection, we must
look at the historical evidence. Thus far in our discussion we
have shown that belief in the historical Jesus of the New
Testament  is  certainly  reasonable  and  that  the  scientific
method cannot be applied to proving a historical event. For
the reminder of this essay, we will examine the historical
facts concerning the Resurrection and see what the evidence
reveals.

Examining the Evidence
Three  facts  must  be  reckoned  with  when  investigating  the
Resurrection:  the  empty  tomb,  the  transformation  of  the
Apostles, and the preaching of the Resurrection originating in
Jerusalem.

Let us first examine the case of the empty tomb. Jesus was a
well-known figure in Israel. His burial site was known by many
people. In fact Matthew records the exact location of Jesus’
tomb. He states, “And Joseph of Arimathea took the body and
wrapped it in a clean linen cloth and laid it in his own new
tomb” (Matt. 27:59). Mark asserts that Joseph was “a prominent
member of the Council” (Mark 15:43).

It would have been destructive for the writers to invent a man
of such prominence, name him specifically, and designate the
tomb site, since eyewitnesses would have easily discredited
the author’s fallacious claims.

Jewish  and  Roman  sources  both  testify  to  an  empty  tomb.
Matthew 28:12 13 specifically states that the chief priests



invented the story that the disciples stole the body. There
would be no need for this fabrication if the tomb had not been
empty. Opponents of the Resurrection must account for this. If
the tomb had not been empty, the preaching of the Apostles
would not have lasted one day. All the Jewish authorities
needed to do to put an end to Christianity was to produce the
body of Jesus.

Along with the empty tomb is the fact that the corpse of Jesus
was never found. Not one historical record from the first or
second century is written attacking the factuality of the
empty tomb or claiming discovery of the corpse. Tom Anderson,
former president of the California Trial Lawyers Association
states,

Let’s assume that the written accounts of His appearances to
hundreds of people are false. I want to pose a question.
With an event so well publicized, don’t you think that it’s
reasonable  that  one  historian,  one  eye  witness,  one
antagonist  would  record  for  all  time  that  he  had  seen
Christ’s body? . . . The silence of history is deafening
when it comes to the testimony against the resurrection.(2)

Second, we have the changed lives of the Apostles. It is
recorded in the Gospels that while Jesus was on trial, the
Apostles deserted Him in fear. Yet 10 out of the 11 Apostles
died as martyrs believing Christ rose from the dead. What
accounts for their transformation into men willing to die for
their message? It must have been a very compelling event to
account for this.

Third,  the  Apostles  began  preaching  the  Resurrection  in
Jerusalem. This is significant since this is the very city in
which Jesus was crucified. This was the most hostile city in
which to preach. Furthermore, all the evidence was there for
everyone to investigate. Legends take root in foreign lands or
centuries  after  the  event.  Discrediting  such  legends  is
difficult since the facts are hard to verify. However, in this



case the preaching occurs in the city of the event immediately
after  it  occurred.  Every  possible  fact  could  have  been
investigated thoroughly.

Anyone studying the Resurrection must somehow explain these
three facts.

Five Common Explanations
Over  the  years  five  explanations  have  been  used  to  argue
against the Resurrection. We will examine these explanations
to see whether they are valid.

The Wrong Tomb Theory

Proponents of this first argument state that according to the
Gospel accounts, the women visited the grave early in the
morning while it was dark. Due to their emotional condition
and the darkness, they visited the wrong tomb. Overjoyed to
see that it was empty, they rushed back to tell the disciples
Jesus had risen. The disciples in turn ran into Jerusalem to
proclaim the Resurrection.

There are several major flaws with this explanation. First, it
is  extremely  doubtful  that  the  Apostles  would  not  have
corrected the women’s error. The Gospel of John gives a very
detailed account of them doing just that. Second, the tomb
site was known not only by the followers of Christ but also by
their opponents. The Gospels make it clear the body was buried
in the tomb of Joseph of Arimathea, a member of the Jewish
council. If the body still remained in the tomb while the
Apostles began preaching, the authorities simply would have to
go to the right tomb, produce the body, and march it down the
streets. This would have ended the Christian faith once and
for all. Remember, the preaching of the Resurrection began in
Jerusalem, fifteen minutes away from the crucifixion site and
the tomb. These factors make this theory extremely weak.

The Hallucination Theory



This second theory holds that the Resurrection of Christ just
occurred in the minds’ of the disciples. Dr. William McNeil
articulates this position in his book, A World History. He
writes,

The Roman authorities in Jerusalem arrested and crucified
Jesus. . . . But soon afterwards the dispirited Apostles
gathered in an upstairs room’ and suddenly felt again the
heartwarming  presence  of  their  master.  This  seemed
absolutely convincing evidence that Jesus’ death on the
cross had not been the end but the beginning. . . . The
Apostles bubbled over with excitement and tried to explain
to all who would listen all that had happened.(3)

This position is unrealistic for several reasons. In order for
hallucinations of this type to occur, psychiatrists agree that
several conditions must exist. However, this situation was not
conducive  for  hallucinations.  Here  are  several  reasons.
Hallucinations generally occur to people who are imaginative
and of a nervous make up. However, the appearances of Jesus
occurred to a variety of people. Hallucinations are subjective
and individual. No two people have the same experience. In
this case, over five hundred people (Corinthians 15) have the
same account. Hallucinations occur only at particular times
and  places  and  are  associated  with  the  events.  The
Resurrection appearances occur in many different environments
and at different times. Finally, hallucinations of this nature
occur to those who intensely want to believe. However, several
such as Thomas and James, the half brother of Jesus were
hostile to the news of the Resurrection.

If some continue to argue for this position, they still must
account for the empty tomb. If the Apostles dreamed up the
Resurrection at their preaching, all the authorities needed to
do  was  produce  the  body  and  that  would  have  ended  the
Apostles’ dream. These facts make these two theories extremely
unlikely.



The Swoon Theory

A third theory espouses that Jesus never died on the cross but
merely passed out and was mistakenly considered dead. After
three days He revived, exited the tomb, and appeared to His
disciples who believed He had risen from the dead. This theory
was developed in the early nineteenth century, but today it
has been completely given up for several reasons.

First, it is a physical impossibility that Jesus could have
survived the tortures of the crucifixion. Second, the soldiers
who crucified Jesus were experts in executing this type of
death penalty. Furthermore, they took several precautions to
make sure He was actually dead. They thrust a spear in His
side. When blood and water come out separately, this indicates
the blood cells had begun to separate from the plasma which
will  only  happen  when  the  blood  stops  circulating.  Upon
deciding to break the legs of the criminals (in order to speed
up the process of dying), they carefully examined the body of
Jesus and found that He was already dead.

After being taken down from the cross, Jesus was covered with
eighty pounds of spices and embalmed. It is unreasonable to
believe that after three days with no food or water, Jesus
would revive. Even harder to believe is that Jesus could roll
a two-ton stone up an incline, overpower the guards, and then
walk several miles to Emmaeus. Even if Jesus had done this,
His appearing to the disciples half-dead and desperately in
need  of  medical  attention  would  not  have  prompted  their
worship of Him as God.

In  the  19th  century,  David  F.  Strauss,  an  opponent  of
Christianity, put an end to any hope in this theory. Although
he did not believe in the Resurrection, he concluded this to
be a very outlandish theory. He stated,

It is impossible that a being who had stolen half-dead out
of the sepulchre, who crept about weak and ill, wanting



medical treatment, who required bandaging, strengthening,
and  indulgence,  and  who  still  at  last  yielded  to  his
sufferings, could have given the disciples the impression
that he was a Conqueror over death and the grave, the Prince
of life, an impression that would lay at the bottom of their
future ministry.(4)

The Stolen Body Theory

This fourth argument holds that Jewish and Roman authorities
stole  the  body  or  moved  it  for  safekeeping.  It  is
inconceivable to think this a possibility. If they had the
body, why did they need to accuse the disciples of stealing
it? (Matt. 28:11 15). In Acts 4, the Jewish authorities were
angered and did everything they could to prevent the spread of
Christianity. Why would the disciples deceive their own people
into believing in a false Messiah when they knew that this
deception would mean the deaths of hundreds of their believing
friends? If they really knew where the body was, they could
have exposed it and ended the faith that caused them so much
trouble and embarrassment. Throughout the preaching of the
Apostles,  the  authorities  never  attempted  to  refute  the
Resurrection  by  producing  a  body.  This  theory  has  little
merit.

The Soldiers Fell Asleep Theory

Thus  far  we  have  been  studying  the  evidence  for  the
Resurrection. We examined four theories used in attempts to
invalidate  this  miracle.  Careful  analysis  revealed  the
theories were inadequate to refute the Resurrection. The fifth
and most popular theory has existed since the day of the
Resurrection  and  is  still  believed  by  many  opponents  of
Christianity. Matthew 28:12 13 articulates this position.

When the chief priests had met with the elders and devised a
plan, they gave the soldiers a large sum of money telling
them, “You are to say, his disciples came during the night



and stole him away while we were asleep.'”

Many have wondered why Matthew records this and then does not
refute  it.  Perhaps  it  is  because  this  explanation  was  so
preposterous, he did not see the need to do so.

This explanation remains an impossibility for several reasons.
First, if the soldiers were sleeping, how did they know it was
the disciples who stole the body? Second, it seems physically
impossible for the disciples to sneak past the soldiers and
then move a two-ton stone up an incline in absolute silence.
Certainly the guards would have heard something.

Third, the tomb was secured with a Roman seal. Anyone who
moved the stone would break the seal, an offense punishable by
death. The depression and cowardice of the disciples makes it
difficult to believe that they would suddenly become so brave
as to face a detachment of soldiers, steal the body, and then
lie about the Resurrection when the would ultimately face a
life of suffering and death for their contrived message.

Fourth, Roman guards were not likely to fall asleep with such
an important duty. There were penalties for doing so. The
disciples would have needed to overpower them. A very unlikely
scenario.

Finally, in the Gospel of John the grave clothes were found
“lying there as well as the burial cloth that had been around
Jesus’ head. The cloth was folded up by itself separate from
the  linen”  (20:6  7).  There  was  not  enough  time  for  the
disciples  to  sneak  past  the  guards,  roll  away  the  stone,
unwrap the body, rewrap it in their wrappings, and fold the
head piece neatly next to the linen. In a robbery, the men
would have flung the garments down in disorder and fled in
fear of detection.



Conclusion: Monumental Implications
These five theories inadequately account for the empty tomb,
the  transformation  of  the  Apostles,  and  the  birth  of
Christianity in the city of the crucifixion. The conclusion we
must seriously consider is that Jesus rose from the grave. The
implications of this are monumental.

First, if Jesus rose from the dead, then what He said about
Himself is true. He stated, “I am the Resurrection and the
life; he who believes in me shall live even if he dies” (John
11:25). He also stated, “I am the way, and the truth, and the
life; no man comes to the father , but through me” (John
14:6). Eternal life is found through Jesus Christ alone. Any
religious belief that contradicts this must be false. Every
religious leader has been buried in a grave. Their tombs have
become  places  of  worship.  The  location  of  Jesus’  tomb  is
unknown because it was empty; his body is not there. There was
no need to enshrine an empty tomb.

Second, Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 15:54, “Death has been
swallowed  up  in  victory.”  Physical  death  is  not  the  end;
eternal life with our Lord awaits all who trust in Him because
Jesus has conquered death.
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Jesus’ Resurrection: Fact or
Fiction? – A Clear Christian
Perspective
Rusty Wright presents a compelling case for the historicity of
Jesus’  resurrection.   Looking  a  four  outcomes  of  the
resurrection, he presents a brief case supporting a Christian
worldview  understanding  that  Jesus  acutallly  died  and  was
resurrected from the tomb.

At Easter, some might wonder what all the fuss is about. Who
cares? What difference does it make if Jesus rose from the
dead?

It makes all the difference in the world. If Christ did not
rise, then thousands of believers have died as martyrs for a
hoax.

If he did rise, then he is still alive and can offer peace to
troubled, hurting lives.

Countless scholars–among them the apostle Paul, Augustine, Sir
Isaac Newton and C.S. Lewis–believed in the resurrection. We
need not fear committing intellectual suicide by believing it
also. Where do the facts lead?

Paul,  a  first-century  skeptic-turned  believer,  wrote  that
“Christ died for our sins…he was buried…he was raised on the
third  day…he  appeared  to  Peter,  and  then  to  the  Twelve
(Disciples).  After  that,  he  appeared  to  more  than  five
hundred…at the same time, most of whom are still living.”
Consider four pieces of evidence:

1. The explosive growth of the Christian movement. Within a
few weeks after Jesus was crucified, a movement arose which,
by the later admission of its enemies, “upset the world.” What
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happened to ignite this movement shortly after its leader had
been executed?

2.  The  Disciples’  changed  lives.  After  Jesus’  arrest  and
crucifixion, most of the Disciples fled in fear. Peter denied
three times that he was a follower of Jesus. (The women were
braver and stayed to the end.) Yet ten out of the eleven
Disciples (Judas committed suicide) were martyred for their
faith. According to traditions, Peter was crucified upside
down;  Thomas  was  skewered;  John  was  boiled  in  oil  but
survived. What turned these cowards into heroes? Each believed
he had seen Jesus alive again.

3. The empty tomb. Jesus’ corpse was removed from the cross,
wrapped like a mummy and placed in a solid-rock tomb. A one-
and-a-half  to  two-ton  stone  was  rolled  into  a  slightly
depressed groove to seal the tomb’s entrance.

A “Green Beret”-like unit of Roman soldiers guarded the grave.
Sunday morning, the stone was found rolled away, the body was
gone but the graveclothes were still in place. What happened?

Did Christ’s friends steal the body? Perhaps one of the women
sweet-talked  (karate-chopped?)  the  guards  while  the  others
moved the stone and tiptoed off with the body. Or maybe Peter
(remember his bravery) or Thomas (Doubting Thomas) overpowered
the guards, stole the body, then fabricated–and died for–a
resurrection myth.

These  theories  hardly  seem  plausible.  The  guard  was  too
powerful, the stone too heavy and the disciples too spineless
to attempt such a feat.

Did  Christ’s  enemies  steal  the  body?  If  Romans  or  Jewish
religious leaders had the body, surely they would have exposed
it publicly and Christianity would have died out. They didn’t,
and it didn’t.

The “Swoon Theory” supposes that Jesus didn’t really die but



was only unconscious. The expert Roman executioners merely
thought he was dead. After a few days in the tomb without food
or medicine, the cool air revived him.

He burst from the 100 pounds of graveclothes, rolled away the
stone with his nail-pierced hands, scared the daylights out of
the Roman soldiers, walked miles on wounded feet and convinced
his Disciples he’d been raised from the dead. This one is
harder to believe than the resurrection itself.

4. The appearances of the risen Christ. For 40 days after his
death,  many  different  people  said  they  saw  Jesus  alive.
Witnesses included a woman, a shrewd tax collector, several
fishermen and over 500 people at once. These claims provide
further eyewitness testimony for the resurrection.

As a skeptic, I realized that attempts to explain away the
evidences run into a brick wall of facts that point to one
conclusion: Christ is risen.

The above does not constitute an exhaustive proof, rather a
reasoned examination of the evidence. Each interested person
should evaluate the evidence and decide if it makes sense. Of
course, the truth or falsity of the resurrection is a matter
of historical fact and is not dependent on anyone’s belief. If
the facts support the claim, one can conclude that he arose.
In any case, mere intellectual assent to the facts does little
for one’s life.

A major evidence comes experientially, in personally receiving
Jesus’ free gift of forgiveness. He said, “I stand at the door
and knock; if anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will
come in to him (or her).”

Worth considering?
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